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74 rounds of .44 Russian reloads in a RCBS loading block plus 5 additional empty
cases
Non-Restricted shotgun/rifle Savage model 24C Series P, 20 ga 2 3/4, .22 LR two
shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrels with fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Case hardened receiver. Smooth wooden stock and
forend. Left side of receiver drilled and tapped for optic mount. Plastic butt plate
has trap door design. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # C365178, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Western Arms model SXS, 12 ga. two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus barrels turning gray. External hammers.
Checkered stock with metal butt plate. Forend missing, left side firing pin is
missing. Try as we might, we have been unable to open the hinge. In well used
condition with nicks and marks in wood and metal.] serial # P6222V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 64M (b), .22 S, L, LR bolt action, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel. Multi style front sight, adjustable rear sight. Fitted with
Weaver G4 optic. Full wood stock with plastic butt plate and fixed riser. Fitted
with sling rings. Front sight posts need a little attention as they are loose fitting.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870, 12 ga. 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel. Single bead sight. Smooth stock
with branded butt plate. Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1084483V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 722, .300 Savage bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and missing rear sight. Fitted with
scope base. Semi deluxe wooden stock. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Plastic
butt plate. Bolt has been rubbing just rear of feed ramp. Otherwise action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 29745, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99A Saddle Gun, .243 Win lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Threaded and tapped for optic mount. Smooth straight wooden stock and
forend. Metal butt plate. Bluing is worn on use and handling areas. Action and
trigger appear to function smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # B569963, PAL required
Limited edition 1/2500 wooden Ducks Unlimited shot shell box containing two
Federal brand plastic shot shell caddies and retail card
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 Alberta Diamond Jubi, 38-55 Win.
lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blue round barrel and full length tube. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Right side of receiver engraved with scrollwork and
Alberta flag, left side engraved with oil derricks and farm scenes with scrollwork.
Deluxe wooden stock set with Alberta medallion on rights. Includes original box.
Appears unfired with minor use or storage marks.] serial # ADJ1540, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 "Alberta Diamond Jub, 38-55 Win.
lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blue round barrel and full length tube. Fixed front
sight set with genuine diamond gemstone and adjustable rear sights. White
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metal receiver, slightly tarnished. Right side of receiver engraved with scrollwork
and Alberta flag, left side engraved with oil derricks and farm scenes with
scrollwork. Deluxe wooden stock. Includes fitted mahogany presentation case
with Alberta shaped matching serial numbered plaque with pewter medallion
and original cardboard wrap. Appears unfired with minor handling and storage
marks.] serial # ADJ154, PAL required
Limited edition Alberta Diamond Jubilee folding stag handled knife, blade
inscribed on one side "Alberta Diamond Jubilee 1905-1980", the other side
"Limited edition Schrade I * XL Sheffield, England" serial no. ADJ0145 Includes
wooden fitted box and pewter token
Full 20 count box of Alberta Diamond Jubilee Winchester 38-55 ammo.
Full 20 count box of Alberta Diamond Jubilee Winchester 38-55 ammo.
Full 20 count box of Alberta Diamond Jubilee Winchester 38-55 ammo.
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 "Limited Edtn II, 30-30 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Polished blue barrel and full length tube. Fixed front
and adjustable buckhorn sights. Gold toned receiver engraved with scrollwork
and wildlife scenes on both sides. Deluxed wooden stock and forend with
checkered grips. Set in fitted lined mahogany box with storage compartment
inside, also including original Styrofoam ad cardboard box. Unfired condition.]
serial # 78L671, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchesters model 9422M and 94, 22 Win Mag, 30-30 lever
actions, w/ bbl length 24" and 20 1/2" [Matched serial numbers set of two
Winchester 1 of 1000 commemorative model 94 rifles each featuring high
polished blued barrels and tubes, fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn sights.
Engraved gold toned accented receivers and deluxe wooden stocks with metal
butt plates. Includes fitted wooden case and original Styrofoam and cardboard.
Both in unfired condition.] serial # MC 568 and MR568, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model NWT Centennial 1870-1970, 30-30 lever
action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal barrel with fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Gold toned receiver, butt plate, hammer, trigger, Northwest
Territories medallion on right side of stock etc. Includes original box.] serial #
NWT1498, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Super X Mdk 1 "Mississipp, 12Ga 2
3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30" [Limited edition Mississippi Flyway 154 of
only 500 made with blued fixed choke ribbed barrel and receiver. Two bead
sights. Deluxe stock and forend with checkered grips. Branded recoil pad. Right
side of receiver electroplated game bird and accents. Includes original box and
manual, box has some water damage, but firearms had been stored separately.
Appears unfired with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
MF154, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun G. Varini model 67, 12 Ga 2 3/4", 7X57R two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 25 1/2" [Boxlock combination gun with blued barrels. Blade
front sight and fold up rear sight for rifle use. Shotgun barrel appears modified
choke. White metal receiver. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with recoil pad, fixed
riser and checkered grips. Matching numbers on receiver and barrel.
Mechanically appears excellent including hinge, lock, dual triggers and actions.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 28473, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model 409 SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrels. Single bead front sight. White metal
receiver. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Branded
plastic butt plate. Matching numbers on receiver, trigger guard, barrel and
forend. Fitted with sling rings. Barrel appears to be cut down. Action including
hinge opening, lock up, dual trigger and hammer operation appear to function
reasonably well. Bluing worn in handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # 72903, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Slavia 630 model 77 (600 FPS), 4.5mm, .177 cal single shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Also includes scope mount, no scope. Smooth wooden stock. Appears to
function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 418768, PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Shanghai China model 61 (650 FPS, .177 single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 15 1/2" [Blued finish with fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Action appears to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Field Model, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump
action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued fixed unknown choke ribbed barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Wooden stock with recoil pad, checkered pistol grip and
forend. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 15248PM152, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun YILDIZ model NDB TS 870, 20 Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead front sights. Black
anodized alloy receiver. Deluxe wooden stock and forend with decelerator recoil
pad. Fitted with two unidentified removable choke. Mechanically appear
excellent. with only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # U8086, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 4C, .22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Front sight missing, adjustable
rear sights. Fitted with Weaver 04 scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate
and checkered semi pistol grip. No bolt included, does include one removable
magazine. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Ranger 12Ga 2 1/2" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 36" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead sight.
Wooden stock and forend. Homemade recoil pad. Cracks on stop and held back
together with hockey tape. Trigger and action function but firearm in well used
condition, rust on all metal and use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 597665, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 1905, .44 cal (410 ga.) single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single
bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Wood has been revarnished. Hinge break, action and trigger function albeit loose. Markings include
.44 CALIBER on top of barrel, note .44 caliber is the predecessor to the 410 shot
gun. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 52890, PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 51 Featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 30 1/4" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel and
receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock and forend. Plastic butt plate
and checkered grips. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. ] serial # 510067717, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 176, 10Ga Mag 3 1/2" single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 36" [Blued fixed full choke barrel with single bead sight. Case
hardened receiver. Smooth stock and forend. Branded recoil pad. Mechanically
appears excellent. Appears to have had only light use. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # AY485917, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Guacha - IGA model Condor 1, 20Ga 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued ribbed barrels and receiver. Single bead sight.
Semi deluxe stock and forend with recoil pad and checkered grips. Fitted with
two unidentified removable chokes. Mechanically appears excellent with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 25951, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Genesis, 50 Cal single shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 27" [Satin heavy stainless barrel. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Also threaded for scope mount. Black synthetic stock and
forend. Branded recoil pad. Includes ramrod and sling mounts. Front sight set up
for fiber optic insert ( not included). Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 141307341407, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock, plastic butt plate. Trigger guard is cracked at rear
mounting screw. Otherwise appears to have had only light use. Minor use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 144, .22 LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. No fixed sights. Fitted
with Weaver B4 scope. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Semi pistol
grip and fixed riser. Sling rings and factory bi-pod mount. Includes one
detachable magazine. Bolt a little sticky and cocks approximately half the time.
Surface rust on metal. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle CZ .22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and multi position flip up rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell 4
Power Scopechief 22 scope. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and fore
grip. Branded plastic butt plate. Sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine.
Action and trigger appear to function smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # 29107, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Light Twelve, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed unidentified
choke Single bead sight. Hardwood stock and forend with branded plastic butt
plate. Multiple cracks in forend. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action
and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 12542, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump
action, w/ bbl length 25 1/2" [Blued ribbed fixed skeet choke barrel and receiver.
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Two bead sight. Semi deluxe hardwood stock and forend with checkered grip and
recoil pad. Left side of receiver stamped with medallion style oval "Remington
Arms Company, Inc. 150th Anniversary 1816-1966." Mechanically appears
excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 995730V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 917V, 17 HMR No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued heavy barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco
World Class 3-9 scope. Target stock with recoil pad. No magazine included.
Mechanically appears excellent, appears to have had only light use with minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 92604628, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 25N, .22 LR No Mag bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3-9X38 wide angle scope. Tan
camouflage Ducks Unlimited branded stock with branded butt plate and
checkered grips. No magazine included. Action and trigger appear excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 98600486, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Favorite Mod. 1915, .25 Stevens Single Shot
falling block, w/ bbl length 24" [White metal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight stock and forend. Metal and wood have
been varnished. Through bolt and nut added to stock near rear of tangs. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Tooling marks on metal would indicate
polishing of rust followed by shellac for rust proofing. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # OX42, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 770, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight mounted to Savage
Super Choke adjustable choke system. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad.
Corn cob forend. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle H. Dumoulin appears .338 Win mag bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver
K 4 60-B scope. Hardwood stock. Checkered semi pistol grip and fore grip.
Pachmayr recoil pad. Fixed riser . Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling
.Internal three round mag. Markings including MADE IN BELGIUM on top center
of barrel, CAL. .338 upper B. BLINDEE plus assorted proof marks on rear of barrel.
Matching serial numbers on barrel and receiver. No serial number on bolt. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 3023, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS, 7.62 X 39mm five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Folding bayonet and folding polymer stock with pistol grip. Markings
include 25626 on bolt and mag., 5626 on trigger guard. Action and trigger appear
to function well. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
225626, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle H. Dumoulin .270 cal bolt action repeater, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver K 4 60-C scope.
Deluxe hardwood stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Pachmayr recoil pad
and fixed riser. Fitted with sling mounts and includes leather sling. Markings
include MADE IN BELGIUM on top of barrel. CAL. .270 B BLINDEE and assorted
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proof marks on back of barrel. Serial no. on right side of barrel, no serial no.
found on receiver or bolt. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 5773,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/22, .22 Hornet bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb
3-9 scope. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Branded
recoil pad. Includes one detachable box magazine. Mechanically appears
excellent with signs of only light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 72009610, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 7000T, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18" [Blued heavy barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb Elite
3000 43-9X40 scope. Black anodized alloy receiver. Laminated target stock with
adjustable butt plate and tri-pod mount. Includes one detachable box magazine.
Appears to have had only light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 00221575, PAL required
Antique cast iron alarm/trap marked Depose on extreme rear end, appears to be
1860 French made 12 ga. pin fire, overall length 8 1/2"
Antique cast iron alarm/trap marked Depose on far rear end, appears to be 14
ga. center fire, 8" in length
Antique cast iron alarm/trap marked Depose on far rear end, appears to be 14
ga. center fire, 8" in length
Antique percussion operated spear pistol motif rodent trap operated by bait the
metal spear with meat and when the spear is pulled out the hammer drops on
both barrels, circa 1857
Antique Getsem Gun Co. trap, unknown caliber and has been machine polished
and cleaned. Tip to tip 19' in length
Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model RH92, .44 mag lever action, w/ bbl length 12"
[Blued barrel, full length tube and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Saddle ring and large loop lever.
Was originally Mares leg which is also included. Appears to have very little use,
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5GU087999, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500, .410Ga 2 1/2" & 3" pump action,
w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued cylinder bore barrel with single bead front sight.
Black anodized receiver. Polymer pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears
excellent and shows light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks]
serial # U802490, PAL required
Antique Light Calvary Troopers Sabre P1796 with curved blade, matching
numbers 871S3 on sword and scabbard and other matching markings, see
photos, 33" blade, 37 3/4" overall
Prussian Artillery saber model 1848 made by Weyersberg & Co. Solingen
Germany with scabbard. See photos for markings. Scabbard appears
mechanically polished. 30" blade, 35" overall length
20th century Polish officer's dress sword marked Borowski Warszawa and "Honor
i Ojczyzna" ( translates to honor and country) other decoration includes
scrollwork, Polish eagle etc. 30" blade, 34 1/2" overall with metal scabbard.
WWII Russian Shashka sword model 1930 with leather brass scabbard, see
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photos for markings and note scabbard fitted with bayonet anchors, 321 1/2"
blade, 36 3/4" overall length
Imperial Russian M1881 Dragoon shashka. Brass and wooden hilt with Russian
markings on hilt and top of blade 31 1/4" in length plus original metal sheath
with lanyard
German WWII Luftwaffe Officer's dagger with 12 1/8" blade marked Alcosa
Solingen with leather wrapped handle and leather sheath with nickel plated
accents and lanyards, note crack in leather near top band of sheath. Note: Our
company does not condone or support any extremist political ideologies past or
present. These items are intended for historical collect ability purposes only.
Third Reich Red Cross enlisted man's hewer with double saw tooth blade marked
"Ges. Geschutzt" with black leather buffer pad. Original bakelite grips with one
side checkered and one side smooth, note crack to bakelite on smooth side also
cracks metal parts on hilt. Red Cross/Nazi emblem on hilt is broken, includes
metal sheath with leather belt belt hanger. Note: Our company does not
condone or support any extremist political ideologies past or present. These
items are intended for historical collect ability purposes only.
SA WWII service dagger, blade engraved " Alles fur Deutschland" plus RZ over M
in circular cartouche and M7/36 near handle of knife, Nazi symbol on handle with
SA logo plus original nickel plated and metal sheath with lanyard ring. Note: Our
company does not condone or support any extremist political ideologies past or
present. These items are intended for historical collect ability purposes only.
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 402, 12Ga 2 3/4" single shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight.
Smooth hardwood stock and forend. Plastic butt plate. Missing grip button.
Fitted with sling ring and leather sling included. Appears to have had light use
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 617851, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 British ten shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 23" [Cogswell & Harrison sporterized Enfield with blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights and scope base. Semi
deluxe hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Plastic recoil
pad and fixed riser. Includes one detachable box magazine. Date marking is 191x.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 6015, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard Series 2, .300 Win Mag bolt
action, w/ bbl length 24" [Matte blued style barrel and receiver. No fixed sights.
Fitted with scope bases. Green and black stock with Griptonite pistol and foregrip
and Limbsaver recoil pad. Fitted with K&S Arms flash hider. Three position safety.
Appears to have had only light us with minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # VB058880, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Super X Pump, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3"
pump action, w/ bbl length 26" [Parkerized style ribbed barrel with single bead
front sight. Black anodized alloy receiver. Black synthetic stock and forend. Inflex
recoil pad. Invector-Plus choke system with extra chokes and choke tool. Action
and trigger function smoothly with use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
12AZZ01941, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun W. Richards model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus barrel turned brown gray. Single bead front
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sight. Appears to be case hardened receiver. Hardwood stock with checkered
semi pistol grip and forend. Checkered butt plate. Markings include LAMINATED
STEEL on top of barrels, 0672 on bottom center of barrels; presumably serial
number. Other markings under barrel include 184 ELG in an oval etc. W. Richards
in scroll work on both locks. Stock is cracked behind both locks and both sides of
the trigger guard. Most bluing worn away. Action and triggers function
reasonably smoothly. Hinge lock up a bit loose. Age appropriate use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 0672, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser (Nazi Marked) model K98 (1938), 8X57mm bolt
action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. One piece military stock. Metal butt plate.
Markings include 42 and 1938 on top of receiver, assorted military stamps on
stock, Nazi symbols near matching serial numbers on receiver barrel, matching
serial number on mag plate. Bolt numbered 158. Corrosion on barrel where
metal meets wood. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. In well used
condition with age appropriate marks to wood and metal.] serial # 9604Y, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Turkish model Gewehr 1888, 8X57mm bolt action, w/ bbl
length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Markings include matching serial
number on rear sight, 6213 on trigger guard, 2339 on bolt. Turkish marking and
1935 on top of receiver etc. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Age
appropriate marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1471, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun St Etienne model Breech loading shotgun, 12 Ga single
shot breech loading, w/ bbl length 34 1/4" [Blued barrel turned brown gray.
Single bead front sight. Half length wooden stock with single ring. Markings
include 941 and 3730 under breach block, Mre Impale de St. Etienne on lock.
Breech and action operation sloppy overall, otherwise expected use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 3730, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf model 1903 Mauser, 6.5X55mm bolt action, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full length military stock. Markings include matching serial number on
bolt, 783 on mag base. 984 on center ring, 321 on front ring, 338 on butt plate,
235 under rear sight, crown symbol, Carl Gustaf Stads Gevarsfaktori and 1903 on
top of receiver, 554 on bolt lock, HR precedes serial number on receiver etc. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 130822, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Chilean Mauser model 1895, 7mm bolt action, w/ bbl length
29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full
wood military stock. Matching serial numbers found on receiver, stock, trigger
guard and mag base. Non matching C515 on bolt. Mauser Chileano Modelo 1985,
Manufactura Loewe, Berlin on left side of receiver. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Overall appears to be in above average condition with use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # F4671, PAL required
Antique rifle Swiss Vetterli model 69, .41 RF bolt action, w/ bbl length 26 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Straight smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Markings
include matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel and bolt. OSTSCHWEIZ B.G.
on left side of receiver etc. Forend has significant cracks and gouges with old
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repairs, no significant missing pieces. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly, even above average. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 104267, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Polish Mosin Nagant model M44 1952, 7.62X54R bolt action,
w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock. Leather sling rings and webbed sling. Folding
bayonet is missing. Matching serial numbers found on receiver, bolt, butt plate
and mag base .Other markings include 11 in an oval and 1952 on top of receiver.
Surface rust on all metal surfaces. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly, likely above average. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # KC10558, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ariska (Nagoya Arsenal) model Type 38 - Model of 1905,
6.5X50mm Japanese bolt action, w/ bbl length 31 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver
turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military
stock. Markings include Japanese symbols on top of receiver. No obvious serial
number on bolt but appears to have 598 where handle and bolt meet. Action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly with age appropriate marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 77302, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Accuracy International model AXMC, .338 Lipua ten shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 27" [Pale brown Cerakote barrel and receiver. No fixed
sights. Polymer pistol grip, folding metal stock, adjustable cheek rest, butt pad
and butt spike plus folding Atlas bi-pod. Fitted with standard muzzle brake,
accessory rails and mounting system. Includes one ten shot magazine and fitted
hard plastic rifle case. Appears to have had only light use with use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 22328, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 Trapper, 30 W.C.F lever action, w/
bbl length 15" [Blued round barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sight. Straight wooden stock and forend with curved metal butt
plate. Most bluing worn off and some cleaned off. Action and trigger feel
reasonably smooth. As always see photos for visual condition including weld
repair on upper tang just behind hammer. Use, storage and handling marks to
wood and metal. Includes Cody letter 1995.] serial # 42770, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Speedmaster Mod. 552, 22 S-L-LR semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Black
anodized alloy receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock
with checkered pistol grip and forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Appears to
have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
A1997756, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20
1/4" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with scope base and Leupold rings. Smooth walnut stock and
forend. Branded checkered plastic butt plate. Fitted with Levys tan leather sling.
Appears to have had only light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 19090706, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1300, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action,
w/ bbl length 22 1/4" [Blued smooth bore deer slug barrel with fixed chokes.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, also fitted with 2-7X32 scope. Black
anodized alloy receiver. Smooth stock with semi pistol grip. Branded recoil pad
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and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears excellent and shows signs of only
light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # L2307417, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster Mod. 870, 12Ga 2 3/4"
pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single
bead front sight. Smooth walnut stock, branded plastic butt plate and corn cob
forend. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 533439V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Turkish model Mauser, 8X57 Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl
length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Sling rings.
Markings including matching serial number on rear sight, logo and 1938 date plus
903 on receiver top, 492 on bolt handle. Crack on stock near breach on both
sides. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks plus rusted butt plate.] serial # 40233, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carcano 6.5mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 31" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock. Non-matching number 1857 bolt. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Fitted with sling rings and includes cleaning rod. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 114466, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Belgian FN model ABL M24/30 22 Trainer, 22 LR single shot
bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Military finish barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Sling rings.
Matching number receiver, bolt and stock, other markings include: crown and
upper case ABL plus date of 1952 on top of receiver etc. Mechanically appears
excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 734, PAL required
Antique rifle Swiss Vetterli model 1868, 41RF bolt action, w/ bbl length 33"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military two piece stock. Metal butt plate. Matching serial
numbers on receiver, barrel, butt plate, lifting gate and bolt. Missing piece of
stock on top rear side above butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 73627,
No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin model 1899, 30-30 WCF bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
rear sights. Sporterized style one piece stock and metal butt plate. Matching
numbered receiver and barrel, metal butt plate numbered 648, no number seen
on bolt. Includes one detachable magazine. Rear sight appears shot made and
tied on with string. Overall in well used condition with marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 190584, PAL required
Antique rifle Martini Enfield model MK I Calvary Carbine, 450/577 Smoothbore
Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length 21 1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver turning
brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and full length
forend. Metal butt plate. Sling rings. Matching serial numbers on receiver and
barrel. Other markings including a crown over VR, H.R. B. Co., 1894, IC.1. on right
side of receiver. See photos for extensive proof and military markings on wood
and metal. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Expected use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal. Overall and excellent addition to
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any collection. Note: The barrel on this gun is Smoothbore.] serial # 3643, No PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Kel-Tec model SU16 F, 223 Rem 5 Shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 19 1/2" [Black barrel and green polymer body and accessories.
Telescoping stock, angled weak hand grip. Fitted with Trace optic with red or
green halo. Includes one detachable five round magazine. Fitted with flash hider.
Includes original box. Appears to have had light use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # NAP18, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown. Fixed front and
rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Curved metal butt plate.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly albeit a bit stiff. Overall in well
used condition with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 584297, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1887, 12Ga lever action, w/ bbl length
32" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Missing single bead front sight.
Smooth wooden stock and forend. Checkered metal butt plate. Tooling marks on
left side of receiver, see photos. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Fitment of stock to receiver is loose but not damaged, likely do to shrinkage. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 4022, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Chiappa model M1 22, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length
18" [Blued barrel and receiver. Camouflage Choate folding stock. Fitted with NC
Star red dot optic. Includes original iron sights and two detachable box
magazines. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14A53615, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Simonov model SKS, 7.62X39 5 Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight. No factory rear
sights. Fitted with Magwedge Gen 3 rail that allows use of stripper clips and
modern optics. Fitted with Bushnell AK 1-4X24 optic. After market walnut Monte
Carlo stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Matching numbers on
trigger guard. Non-matching 3M1407 on mag. Appears to have light use with
minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # KA4604, PAL
required
Prohib 12-5 rifle FN model L1A1, 7.65x51 5 Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
533mm [Black finish. Fixed front and Canadian dial rear sight. Black plastic stock
and forend. Matching numbers on receiver, upper and bolt. Fitted with flat top
rail. Includes one detachable magazine and black webbed sling. Action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage overall.]
serial # A93033, certificate # 36193371, FRT # 17006-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police Positive, .32 cal 6 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered
wooden grips. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly.
Bottom right grip has piece missing. Bluing missing in patches and pitting on yoke
and front of barrel, see photos. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 82733,
certificate # 5212447, FRT # 45223-22 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Astra model 600, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length
99mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Wooden checkered grips. Action and trigger
function reasonably smoothly and pistol appears to have had little use. Includes
two Astra branded detachable magazines and leather flap holster marked Franz.
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Some holster wear and minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 600777,
certificate # 5212446, FRT # 16189-11 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Detective Special, .38 SPL 6 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 51mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered polymer
grips with finger grooves. Includes original box and manual. Appears to have had
very little use with slight visible cylinder ring and other minor marks.] serial #
H19554, certificate # 18312916, FRT # 23837-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model King Cobra, .357 Mag 6 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 63mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded polymer grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears
excellent. Visible cylinder ring and other minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # KV2569, certificate # 18452720, FRT # 17525-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model King Cobra, .357 Mag 6 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 63mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded polymer grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears
excellent. Visible cylinder ring and other minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # VK8305, certificate # 19501584, FRT # 17525-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle Commando model Mark 45, .45 Auto five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 419mm [Reproduction of the classic Tommy Gun with blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and dual pistol
grips. Includes a five shot magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 57273, certificate # 12525596,
FRT # 15455-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model D, 7.65mm No Mag semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 102mm [Blued slide and frame. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic
grips. Lanyard ring. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling
and storage marks. Note no magazine included.] serial # BF1251, FRT # 20730-5
PAL required
Prohib 12-5 Lithgow FN/FAL model L1A1, NIL NIL w/ bbl length NIL [Receiver only.
Markings including serial no. on left side. RIFLE 7.62MM on right side. Although
hard to tell having only the receiver, appears to have very little wear.] serial #
AD5903985, FRT # 23897 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique model Military & Police, 7.65mm nine shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 18mm [Blued slide and frame. Fixed sights. Branded
plastic grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes on detachable box magazine.
Action and trigger to function reasonably well with only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 398248, certificate # 4811959, FRT # 26600-1 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, .303 British lever action, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend with metal butt plate.
Believed to be replacement rear sight. Bluing worn in use, handling and storage
areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Note the rare
low three digit serial number and popular .303 Brit caliber, combined with the
overall above average condition makes this a very desirable addition to any
Winchester collection.] serial # 272, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Colt model 1884 Lightening, 44/40 12 Shot
pump action repeater, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning
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brown gray. Fixed front and military style adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight
stock with checkered forend and metal butt plate. Old repair to stock visible on
left and right sides. Scroll work button insert on bottom of stock. Full length
tubular magazine. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly although fair
to say has been in long term storage. Bluing worn in expected use and handling
areas plus some pitting and surface rust likely from prolonged storage.] serial #
64664, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 40-82 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blue half octagonal, half round barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear buckhorn style sights. Smooth deluxe semi pistol grip stock
and forend with attached metal butt plate. Stock is cracked on right side on the
middle of tang, all pieces are present. Beautiful brown patina with wear on
expected handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smooth. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 5589, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action repeater, w/ bbl
length 28" [Round blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
buckhorn sights. Straight smooth wooden stock and forend, metal butt plate.
Owner attached front and rear swivels. Blued worn in use, handling and storage
areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 19684, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1887, 12 Ga lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Smooth wooden
semi pistol grip stock and forend. Pachmayr recoil pad. Stock is presumably cut
short to accommodate after market recoil pad. Current length including pad, to
center is 12 1/2". Much of the bluing has been naturally worn away. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # 18637, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1901, 10 gauge lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead
front sight. Wooden semi pistol stock and forend. Checkered metal butt plate.
Approximately 50% of bluing intact, worn in expected use and storage areas.
Stock appear refinished. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly with
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 66561, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 40-65 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front and adjustable rear buckhorn sights. Smooth straight stock and forend with
metal butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 108549, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 45-90 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 28" [Blued octagonal barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and
adjustable rear buckhorn sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Metal butt plate. Receiver shows evidence of nickel plating, mostly worn away
but still evident in spots. Friction stud stop pin is broken. Upper tang crack
immediately behind hammer opening. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Well worth the minor restoration required. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 104991, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun W.W. Greener. Maker model Greener Police Gun, Special
Greener Bore single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and full length forend.
Metal butt plate. Attached front and rear sling rings. Markings include assorted
proof marks, 2 1/2" CHOKE, NITRO PROOF, 1 1/16 and GREENERS SPECIAL BORE
on rear top of barrel. GREENERS POLICE GUN on right side of receiver, W.W.
GREENER.MAKER PAT. NOS 9074/21 19517/21 plus proof symbols on left side of
receiver. J. HONNOR and proof mark stamped in underside of stock. 6 " crack on
front left of stock, all pieces are present. Assorted age appropriate nicks on mark
in wood and on metal. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly.] serial # G4828, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1905, 35 cal. semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Branded plastic butt
plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably smoothly. Includes one magazine. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 9141, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 35 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend with metal butt plate.
Receiver and rear of barrel show evidence of aggressive cleaning. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Underside of stock has remnants
of once attached sling ring. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 402666,
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 35 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear
sights. Straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Front and rear sights
in need of repair. In well used condition and should be consider a project piece.]
serial # 63940, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights [ part of rear sight missing] Straight wooden
stock with attached metal butt plate. Grooved forend. Crack in stock on right side
behind upper tang. Much of the bluing worn, especially in common handling
areas, pitting on left side of receiver. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
61849, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, .303 British lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front sight
and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with single grooved
forend. Most of the bluing worn, surface rust and pitting on receiver and barrel.
Crack in stock approximately 3" on right side of tang. 1" crack in stock on left side
of tang plus 2" crack on forend. Includes some older stock repairs. Stock and
forend are pitted and gouged. Includes saddle ring. Action and and trigger
operate relatively smoothly, however does have a tendency to slam fire, should
inspected before use. Use, storage and handling marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 88832, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 33 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
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bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights [
missing elevator insert]. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Branded
plastic butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Surface pitting primarily
on receiver, but also on the barrel. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
149108, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336, 30-30 Win lever action repeater, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Hardwood semi pistol grip stock and forend. Branded plastic butt
plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling. Action and trigger function
well. Threaded for scope mount and original factory plugs still installed. Use,
handling and storage marks including gouges to wood and some surface rust and
pitting to metal.] serial # 18039061, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 33 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable Lyman rear
peep sight. Rear barrel mount sight fitted with dovetail insert. Smooth straight
wooden stock and forend, metal butt plate. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly, but in need of a good bath. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 133527, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 19 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray.
Fixed front and military style adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden
stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Saddle ring is missing. Action is stiff and
firearm is in well used condition with marks including surface pitting gouges and
crack on side of stock. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 39906, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 45-90 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sight missing elevator ramp. Smooth wooden stock.
Small crack on right side of stock below hammer. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 20090, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 38-72 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth straight stock and forend. Presumably refinished and reblued and
if so appears to be a quality rebuilt. Action and trigger operate smoothly. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5023, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 25-20 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown gray.
Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn sights. Smooth straight wooden stock
and forend, metal butt plate. Stock and forend appear revarnished. Crack repairs
on left side and small chips either side of the hammer. Upper tang drilled and
threaded for Lyman style sight. Screws are insert but sight no fitted or included.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 763185, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873, 44 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
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front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Metal butt plate. Most bluing worn. Dust gate intact. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Overall in well worn condition including use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 266860, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 25-20 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. It is presumed that the
firearm has been rebuilt, evidenced by over cleaning of metal parts causing faded
serial no. and caliber stamp. However make and model on upper tang are clearly
visible. Two line address on barrel is clear. Overall they appear to have done a
nice job with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # Faded, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 95, 30 Gov't 06 lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Metal butt plate. Action cycles through but is quite stiff. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 419315, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 44 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blue barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt
plate. Two small pieces of wood missing on the front of stock and front of forend.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger function reasonably
smooth. Overall in well worn condition including use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 523795, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 303 British lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear Marble's sight. Smooth straight semi deluxe stock and forend.
Fitted with rubber butt plate. Unsure if stock was cut down to accommodate butt
plate. Current length through the middle including recoil pad 13 3/4". See photos
for pieces of forend on left and right side missing. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Pitting on receiver predominantly on right side. Barrel is
drilled and tapped for optic, all holes are plugged, two in front of rear sight and
two under rear sight. Optic not included. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 59317, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Colt model 1884 Lightening, 38/40 pump action repeater, w/
bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tool turning
brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with
attached metal butt plate. Checkered forend. Rear sight presumed replaced.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 48212, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886, 40-82 W.C.F lever action repeater,
w/ bbl length 25" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube turning
brown gray. Fixed front, adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock
and forend. Metal butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Fittment of tang to stock both upper and lower is poor, presumably due to
shrinkage. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal including pitting.]
serial # 12694, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1895, 303 British lever
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action repeater, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
micro adjustable Redfield rear peep sight. Smooth straight wooden stock and
forend. Metal butt plate. Saddle ring missing but stud is intact. Fitted with sling
rings. Barrel mount rear sight mounting holes have been filled with threaded
inserts. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 57826, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873, 44 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube turning
brown gray. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Overall appears to be above average. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # 391560, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action repeater, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn
sight and adjustable receiver mount rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Most bluing gone, including both naturally worn and
cleaned away after heavy neglect (?). Action cycles through albeit a bit stiff. See
photos. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 66259, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model NWT Cent. 1870-1970, 30-30 lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Gold toned receiver and other accent pieces. Deluxe stock, smooth
forend. Brass butt plate. NWT centennial medallion inset on right side of stock.
This commemorative rifle does not include box or documentation. Appear may
have been shot but clearly has only had light use. Minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NWT752, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 20Ga 2 3/4" pump action
repeater, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued ribbed fixed Imperial cylinder choke barrel and
stainless steel receiver. Two bead sights. Semi deluxe pistol grip stock and
forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Engraved Ducks Unlimited receiver including
left hand game birds in flight and right hand retriever. Appears to be unfired or
test fired with original retail hanging tag still intact. Light use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 93DU1822, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 92, 25-20 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued octagonal barrel turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Tube
brass missing, stock mounting screws missing. Assorted cracks and gouges in
wood. Action and trigger cycle albeit stiffly. Bid as project gun.] serial # 912023,
PAL required
Antique C.Sharps model New model 1859, 52 cal (?) single shot falling block
percussion, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and military
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with attached metal butt plate.
Three band forend and barrel fitted with bayonet lug. Sling rings. Markings
including SHARPS RIFLE, MANUFG. CO. HARTFORD, CONN. in front of rear sight.
NEW MODEL 1859 behind rear sight. R.S LAWRENCE PAT. APRIL 12th, 1859.
Assorted inspector stamps on stock T.W.R. on bottom rear of forend. Serial
number on upper tang etc. Action and trigger function smoothly. Pitting on metal
surfaces including barrel and receiver, plus assorted other use, handling and
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storage marks.] serial # 66671, No PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1866, 44 CF lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and flip
up multi position rear sight. Brass receiver. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Metal butt plate. Forend and stock are a poor fit either through shrinkage or
replacement. Action cycles smoothly however, hammer spring either
disconnected,missing or broken. Hammer does lock and trigger does smoothly
release hammer when applying manual pressure. Two line address on barrel
visible but quite faded. Appear that it would make a worthwhile project. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 44555, PAL required
Antique saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1866, 44 Rimfire lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and
two position rear sight. Brass frame, smooth wooden stock and forend, metal
butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Pitting and surface
rust on metal parts including visible internals. Overall length tip to center of stock
28 3/4". Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 101547,
No PAL required
Antique carbine L.S.A. Co model 1871 Snider MK III, 577 single percussion, w/ bbl
length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front, multi position and ladder
adjustable rear sight. One piece wooden stock. Brass butt plate and trigger guard.
Action and trigger feel crisp. Marking include assorted proof marks on left side of
barrel and breach. Roman numeral III, serial number on underside of breach
block and proof marks on top of breach block. Crown over V.R. and L.S. A. Co
1871 on lock. Enfield cartouche on right side of stock and faint letter W.C.(?) etc.
Stock to barrel screw not fully inserted and has signs of obvious tool marks. See
photos. Includes nipple protector. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 4710, No PAL required
Antique saddle ring carbine Burnside Rifle model 3rd ?, 54 Perc. single shot w/
bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
multi position flip up rear sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal butt
plate. Markings include faded branding plus serial number on top front of breach.
Non-matching serial 24956 on top front of breach block. BURNSIDE RIFLE CO.
PROVIDENCE R.I on lock. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Old
cracks in wood and other use, handling and storage marks. FUN FACT: This rifle
retailed for $38.50 in 1861 which is equivalent to $1,191.64 in today's money.]
serial # 16040, No PAL required
Antique rifle Colt model Revolving rifle, 56 cal five shot revolving percussion, w/
bbl length 31" [Blued barrel, receiver and cylinder. Fixed front sight, rear sight
missing. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Cracks on both
sides of stock. Cylinder does not index when cocking but is free to rotate.
Hammer and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Screw missing on lower tang.
Includes what appears to be original ramrod with exposed end broken. Markings
include COLT'S PATENT NOV. 24TH 1857, matching serial numbers on frame and
trigger guard. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 3692,
No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Birmingham Small Arms model Sportsman-Five, .22 LR single
shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 12 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown
gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Heavy gauge
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bent metal stock and matching trigger guard. Includes sling ring and webbed
sling. Action and trigger function albeit a bit stiff. Definitely an interesting
conversation piece with use, handling and storage makrs to wood and metal.]
serial # KD54075, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco model 1897, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden
stock with semi pistol grip. Checkered plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend.
Appears to have had only light use however, bolt has a tendency to disconnect in
the rear position when cycling, will need some attention. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # K191588, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P-14, 303 British bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock with volley sight. Metal butt plate. Sling rings and leather sling.
Action and trigger appears to function reasonably smoothly. Assorted proof
marks on receiver and matching serial number on bolt. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 203687, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf model 1901 (Swedish Mauser), 6.5x55 bolt
action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning gray. Smooth full
wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Matching number (990) found on both barrel bands, mag base, butt plate and
bolt. Medallion missing from right side of stock. Muzzle is threaded and includes
brass protector and cleaning rod. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 86990,
PAL required
Non-Restricted carbine T.C Orman model MLE 1907-15, 8x50R bolt action
repeater, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front
and adjustable military style sights. Smooth full wood stock and metal butt plate.
Fitted with sling rings. Markings including CHATELLERAULT ( French weapons
factory) Note this fireman was purportedly an exclusive built for the Turkish
Forestry Department. Stamped MEL 1905-15 on left side of receiver, 75 on left
side of receiver and bolt, 46236 on left side of stock, an N and T.C. Orman 1948
on top of receiver. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal including some minor wood
repairs.] serial # 4232 (67055 on Bolt), PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hungarian Mannlicher model M. 95, Appears to be 8X56R
bolt action repeater, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and action, virtually all worn
away. Fixed front and adjustable military style rear sight. Full length wooden
stock. Metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Original
serial number on receiver scratched out and replaced with 723 presumably by
the official armourer. Serial number at rear of barrel 723B, top of barrel marked
with S at one spot and BP 05. Top of receiver stamped Budapest M.95, 7899 on
trigger guard. 723 on the stock along with other stamps. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 723B, PAL required
Antique rifle Martini Henry 577/450 (?) single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 32"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and military style
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and full length forend. Metal butt
plate. Sling rings. Bayonet lug on right side of front barrel band. Includes ramrod.
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Markings include W F and a crown E and 58 on lower tang. Proof marks on barrel
bands. Military style stamps in stock, too worn to read. Action and trigger appear
to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Antique rifle Burnside Rilfe 54 Perc. w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver
turning brown gray. Fixed front and three position rear sight. Smooth wooden
stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Fitted with rear sling mount. Matching serial
number on breach block. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly. Addition markings include CP on top rear of barrel, G and an H on
bottom of action. C on lower tang etc. Overall appears in above average
condition with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
26643, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BSA model Monarch, 270 Win bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 23 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with Parker Hale scope bases. Semi deluxe wooden stock with checkered
pistol and foregrip. Fixed cheek rest and fitted with branded recoil pad. Includes
leather and web sling. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 8R2092, PAL required
Restricted handgun Pedersoli model Kentucky Pistol Reproduct, .44 flintlock
Single Shot muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 262mm [Blued octagonal barrel. Smooth
stock with brass accents. Case hardened lock. Fitted with ramrod under barrel.
Mechanically seems to work well. Has signs of use with marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 1018, certificate # 19373468, PAL required
Restricted handgun R. S. Roberts 11mm Pin-Fire(?) 10 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued finish turning brown gray. Fixed front and
hammer rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Markings include R. S. Garden 29
Picadilly London on top of barrel, 1962 on back strap, unidentified proof
markings under barrel. Mechanically appears excellent with trigger operation and
indexing are above average. Currently registered incorrectly possible delays in
transfer as FRT not confirmed yet. Use, handling and storage marks. NOTE:
Firearm is currently registered as a Restricted class firearm. A Restricted class PAL
is required to bid at this time. It may get antique status in the future but that is
not a given or a guarantee.] serial # 1962, certificate # 19373471, PAL required
Restricted pistol unknown model Side by side Percuss., .41 perc. (?) two shot
muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 127mm [Damascus barrels, smooth wooden grips.
Gray brown patina on all metal. Right side hammer and trigger function
reasonably smooth, left side needs a little work. No maker's name or proof marks
found. Fitted with brass ramrod under barrels. Currently appears to be registered
incorrectly. Check back for updates. NOTE: Firearm is currently registered as a
Restricted class firearm. A Restricted class PAL is required to bid at this time. It
may get antique status in the future but that is not a given or a guarantee.] serial
# 16966, certificate # 19373470, PAL required
Restricted handgun Walther model P38 (Mauser BYF), 9mm Luger eight shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm [Blued style finish. Fixed front and missing rear
sight. Likely bakelite grips. Markings include matching serial number on barrel,
slide and frame. BYF 44 on left side of slide, proof and Nazi markings on right side
of slide and left side of frame. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly. Includes one detachable magazine. Use, handling and storage marks.]
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serial # 6295U, certificate # 19385055, PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model 1911, .45 auto 7 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Markings include COLT AUTOMATIC
CALIBRE 45 on right side of slide, two line patent and address on left side of slide,
serial number on frame above right side of trigger guard and above that an upper
case L. Currently registered 1911 US Army and Colt serial number indicates 1911
Military. No obvious US markings found on firearm. Unusual colouration in areas
giving an almost purple tinge. Includes one detachable magazine. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 71915, certificate # 19373473, PAL required
Restricted handgun S.A.C.M. model 1935 A, 7.65mm French Long eight shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 112mm [Heavy black battle style finish. Fixed sights.
Plastic checkered grips. Manufactured in France by Societe Alsacienne
Construcion Mechanique circa 1935-1937. Hammer does not cock with slide
manipulation but does thumb cock. Trigger functions reasonably smoothly.
Includes one detachable magazine. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
D1899, certificate # 19162415, PAL required
Restricted handgun Navy Arms model Colt 1851 Navy Yank, .36 perc. six Shot
single action revolver, w/ bbl length 190mm [Blued barrel and cylinder turned
brown gray. Case hardened frame and ramrod. Brass backstrap and trigger guard.
Smooth hardwood grips. Single bead and hammer rear sight. Indexing and trigger
operation is consistent albeit stiff. Does not appear to have had a lot of use but
has had some storage neglect. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
1997, certificate # 19373474, PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard model Dura Matic M-101, 22LR No Mag semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 171mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered bakelite
grips. Matching serial number on frame and slide. No magazine included.
Mechanically appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
1063133, certificate # 19373469, PAL required
Restricted handgun The Liege United Arms Co. model Single Shot Cartridge, 32
Ga, 410 ga, 12 mm (?) Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 250mm [Blued
barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Smooth wooden grips. Forend missing.
Surface rust is impeding accurate reading of markings however, markings
include: matching serial nos. on frame and barrel, LIIILE GEM or LIIILE OEM (?) on
top of barrel, THE LIEGE UNITED ARMS CO. LTD, BELGIUM on left side of barrel,
12M in a diamond and a crown with a circle containing E over LG and other proof
marks under left barrel and a 10.4 and other marks under right side of barrel.
Action and trigger need work. In well used condition. Note: Possible transfer
delays as we have yet to verify the FRT.] serial # 2217, certificate # 19373472,
PAL required
Restricted handgun Beretta model 73, 22Lr ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued style finish on barrel and slide. Blank anodized alloy frame.
Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Appears to have had
light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. Includes one
detachable magazine with finger rest.] serial # A99265U, certificate # 17971893,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1887, 10 ga lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 32" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Smooth wooden
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stock with semi pistol grip and forend. Checkered metal butt plate. Action
intermittently drop fires when cycled. Most bluing worn. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1894, 30 W.C.F lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning
brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear King sight. Smooth straight wooden
stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly and overall in above average condition.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 353021, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Takedown), 30 W.C.F lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube
turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight missing elevator ramp.
Smooth straight stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Old crack and repair on top
rear of stock and piece missing, see photos. Receiver appears to have been
mechanically cleaned at some point living tooling marks including wearing down
rendering the serial number faint. Most bluing worn especially in use and
handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly .Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 6712, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873, 44 W.C.F lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown gray.
Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Two line address on
center of barrel. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Lever hangs a
bit in rested position. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 119466A, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 Army lever action repeater, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal
butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Additional markings include 6
on right of trigger and 52 left on trigger, and upper case B on the lower tang,
triangle and the number 43 inside lever. Mechanically appears above average.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 91006, PAL
required
Antique Cape gun unknown English model Cape Gun, 45 Perc./ 14Ga Perc. two
shots muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued Damascus barrels turning
brown gray. Blade front sight and flip up rear sight. Checkered wooden stock with
metal butt plate. Scroll work on the upper tang, trigger guard and inset patch
box. Top of barrels marked LONDON FINE TWIST. Front and rear sling mounts.
Hammers lock and fall freely. Includes ramrod. Use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun W.C. Scott & Son model SXS Percussion, Appears to be
20Ga Perc two shots muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 31 1/2" [Blued barrels turning
brown gray. Single bead front sight. Straight checkered stock with metal butt
plate. Scroll work on locks, hammers and trigger guard. Name visible on both
locks. LONDON FINE TWIST faintly visible on top of barrels. Hammers and trigger
function reasonably well. Includes ramrod. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted sxs Janssen sons & Co. model SXS, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break,
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w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead
front sight. Checkered wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Markings
include JANSSEN SONS & CO. on left lock and the INTERCHANGEABLE on right
side lock. Both firing pins are missing. Stock is badly cracked at mount area and
has old tape wrap. Bluing worn in use and handling area and other use, storage
and handling marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1520, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Western Arms model SXS, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrels and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead
front sight. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Light checkering on
forend. Markings include WESTERN ARMS CO. on both locks, WARRANTED
GOVERNMENT TEST and CHOKE BORE on top of barrels. Electric pencil CCC on
right side lock and top of barrels. Triggers lock and fall reasonably smoothly,
however hinge is loose fitting. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted sxs shotgun W.J. Jeffery model SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Damascus barrel and receiver in the white. Semi deluxe
wood stock with checkered straight grip and forend. Hawkins recoil pad.
Decorative engraving on back of barrels, all over receiver and on trigger guard.
Hinge release and lock up appear to function well. Internal hammers cock and
fire. Markings include name on both sides of receiver and on top of barrel along
with single line address. Overall appears in above average condition with use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 2115, PAL required
Antique Purdy model SXS Percussion, 20Ga? Black Powder two shot muzzle load,
w/ bbl length 29" [Blued Damascus barrels turning brown. One piece wooden
stock with checkered straight grip and smooth forend. Metal butt plate. Most of
the bluing is worn, surface rust on all metal surfaces. Single line name and
address on top of barrels is quite worn. Both hammers and triggers function
reasonably smoothly. Purdy name stamped on both locks. Engraving on locks,
hammers, trigger guard etc. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 5688, No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Issac Hollis & Son model SXS Perc, 20 gauge (?) two shot
muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued Damascus barrel turned brown gray.
Single bead front sight. One piece stock with checkered pistol and fore grip.
Smooth metal butt plate. Markings include IH & S, 24 (left barrel), 25 ( right
barrel) and assorted proof marks under barrels. I HOLLIS & SONS on both locks.
Engraving on locks, hammers, trigger guard etc. Mounting lug under barrel not
connected and show signs of previous repair. Original sight appears missing and
current sight is replacement. Both hammers and triggers function reasonably
well. Virtually no bluing intact. Black powder corrosion around nipples and inside
barrels. Bid as wall hanger only.] PAL required
Non-Restricted sxs shotgun Remington model 1900 hammerless, 12Ga 2 3/4"
two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrels turned brown gray. Single
bead front sight. Appears to be case hardened receiver. Wooden stock with
checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Branded plastic butt plate. REMINGTON
ARMS CO. marked on both side of receiver and top of barrel. Hinge and lock up
along with internal hammers appear to function reasonably smoothly. Age
appropriate nicks and marks to wood and metal.] serial # 336594, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Midland model SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
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w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight. White metal
receiver. Semi deluxe hardwood stock and forend with checkering. Plastic butt
plate. Matching numbers found on receiver, barrels, forend and trigger guard.
Engraved receiver and trigger guard. Left barrel marked 2 3/4" CHOKE, right side
marked 2 3/4" ONLY. Includes original cleaning rod and fitted hard case. Appears
to have a had an easy life with only minor use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 110515, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Newman Bros model SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28 1/2" [Blued barrels and receiver turning brown gray.
Single bead sight. Checkered hardwood stock and forend. Metal butt plate.
Markings including non-matching serial no. 5544 on barrels. Assorted proof
marks under barrel and on receiver. NEWMAN BROS. on left lock, MACHINE
MADE on right lock. Hinge and lock up are smooth and fit well. Hammers and
triggers both function. Includes leather wrapped fitted case. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 9106, PAL required
Antique Kentucky type Unknown model Black Powder, 69 cal (?) single shot
muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 33" [Blued barrel turned brown gray. Full length oak
stock. Metal butt plate. Most bluing worn and some pitting especially around
nipple area, note nipple missing. Markings including 22 on left plate. 863 and
crown type marking on lock, 4 on trigger guard, ELG in an oval on top of barrel.
Many replacement parts including bands etc. Unconfirmed what is original and
what is replacement. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 863, No PAL required
Antique Kentucky type Unknown model Black Powder, .44 (?) single shot muzzle
loader percussion, w/ bbl length 34" [Blued octagonal barrel turned brown. Fixed
front and rear sights. Full length one piece stock with checkered strong and weak
hand grips. Brass butt plate, trigger guard, ramrod rings and decorative applied
bird. Cheek rest has been hollowed out and fitted with a door, presumably to
function as a patch box. Hammer and trigger lock and function. Surface corrosion
on metal especially around nipple. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Antique Kentucky type Partridge model Percussion Rifle, .40 cal (?) single shot
muzzle load, w/ bbl length 32" [Blued octagonal barrel turned brown. Fixed front
and rear sights. One piece mid length wooden stock with checkered straight grip.
Brass butt plate, trigger guard and other accents. Includes ramrod. Markings
including PARTRIDGE on lock and unreadable faint script on top of barrel.
Hammer and trigger function reasonably smoothly and age appropriate use
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle EuroArms model Kentucky Rifle Repoductio, 44 Perc. single
shot muzzle load, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and rear
sights. Case hardened lock and hammer. Wooden half length stock. Brass butt
plate, trigger guard, patch box and other accent pieces. Includes ramrod. Pin
holding front ramrod ring to barrel is missing. Modern reproduction piece,
appears to have had little to no use with minor, use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 12544, PAL required
Antique Barnett model Flint Lock Rifle, .75 cal (?) single shot muzzle load, w/ bbl
length 39" [Blued partially round and partially octagonal barrel turned brown.
One piece mid length wooden stock with checkered straight grip. Replacement
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Barnett lock and pan. Other markings including proof mark on side of barrel and
script on top of barrel including an unreadable word and LONDON. Includes
replacement ramrod. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# NIL, No PAL required
Antique Enfield model MK II**, 577 single shot w/ bbl length 36 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front and military style adjustable rear
sights. One piece full length three band stock. Brass butt plate and trigger guard.
Sling rings. Proof marks on barrel, receiver, lock etc. VR Crown on lock. Includes
ramrod and firing pin safety block. 553 stamped under breach block [possible
serial no.?] Block, hammer and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use,
hammer and storage marks.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Antique Change & Son model Percussion Rifle, .69 cal (?) single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 32" [Blued part round and part octagonal barrel. Fixed
front and rear sights. Mid length stock with fine checkering. Brass butt plate and
trigger guard. Most bluing worn, storage corrosion on butt plate, assorted cracks
and tooling marks. Hammer and trigger function reasonably smoothly. No
ramrod. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No
PAL required
Antique shotgun Name illegible model Percussion, 10 ga (?) single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 34" [Blued barrel turned brown. Single bead front sight.
Appears to be case hardened block and trigger. Semi deluxe mid length stock
with checkered grip. Metal butt plate. Appears all metal, was heavily rusted and
has been cleaned. Old cracks in stock. Hammer and trigger appear to function
smoothly. Recommended wall hanger only. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Charles Smith & Son 32 cal, center fire single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued octagonal barrel turned brown. Fixed front and
three position rear sights. Case hardened receiver. Semi deluxe straight stock
with checkered grip and forend. Single line address on left side of barrel. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Lock up, hammer and trigger function above
average as is the overall condition above average. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 300, PAL required
Antique Possible Middle Eastern model Flintlock Blunderbuss, single shot muzzle
load, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued barrel turned brown. Full length wooden stock
with checkered semi pistol grip. Brass butt plate, trigger guard and left side plate.
Hammer spring is disconnected or broken. Twisted wire attaching barrel to front
of stock. Remnants of label or sticker on right side of stock. Assorted scroll work
on trigger guard and lock plate and unidentified symbols on lock plate, see
photos. Age appropriate use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # Nil, No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump
action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued ribbed fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Semi
deluxe walnut checkered stock and forend with branded recoil pad. Includes
original box and appear to have had only light use with use, storage and handling
marks. ] serial # T486268V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (RCMP Centennial 1873-, 30-30 Win
lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned
receiver, butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden musket stock
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and forend. MP branded in right side of stock. Includes original box. Appears
unfired or possibly test fired with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# RCMP1992, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Little Big Horn Cente, 44-40 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Includes Styrofoam box liner. Appears unfired or possibly test fired with minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # LBH00737, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model NWT Cent. 1870-1970, 30-30 lever action,
w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal barrel and full length tube. Gold toned
receiver, butt plate, end cap and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and
forend. Includes original box and Hudson's Bay retail tag. Appears unfired or
possibly test fired with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
NWT3002, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Cheyenne Carbine), 44-40 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Flip up rear sight.
Gold toned receiver, butt plate, studs, rings and medallion. Smooth straight
wooden stock and forend. Includes original box and Hudson's Bay retail tag.
Appears unfired or possibly test fired, small nick on right side of forend and other
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CH03875,
Dillon Precision Products Inc. SD-B Auto Powder system no. 20001, new in box
Dillon Precision Products Inc. Square Deal-B9mm loading press no.20104, new in
box
Dillon Precision Products Inc. BL 550 loader, part no. 15399 with original box,
used for display purposes
Dillon Precision Products Inc. RL 550B large case feeder no. 20444, new in box
Dillon Precision Products Inc. 550/1050 case feeder no. 97074, new in box
Three Dillon Precision Square Deal press accessories including No. 11672 Empty
cartridge bin kit, No. 62225 tool head stand and No. 22223 B- Strong Mount
Assembly. All new in box
Approximately thirty nine Butler Creek scope covers, various fitments
Approximately forty five new in package Butler Creek scope covers, various
fitments
Approximately forty two new in package Butler Creek scope covers, various
fitments
New in package accessories including TacStar TacTred monopod for Adtac RM4
10/22 stock and four Kleen Bore packaged Universal Jag & Cotton Patch Strip part
no. JAGX2
New in package accessories including TacStar TacTred monopod for Adtac RM4
10/22 stock and four Kleen Bore packaged Universal Jag & Cotton Patch Strip part
no. JAGX2
New in package The Mako Group SBI-V58FK collapsible Butt stock with shock
absorber
New in package The Mako Group SBI-V58FK (B) collapsible Butt stock with shock
absorber
Two new in package firearm accessories including UTG Tactical No. 4 Shorty
Handguard ( tan coloured) and The Mako Group GL MAG M4 Butt Stock with
built in Mag cover
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Two new in package firearm accessories including UTG Tactical No. 4 Shorty
Handguard ( tan coloured) and The Mako Group GL MAG M4 Butt Stock with
built in Mag cover
Two sets of new in package sets of Wilson Combat grips including #351CO Coco
Bolo Presentation Grips; Colt Officer's Model/Springfield Compact and
351G10CXB Grips, G10 Compact/OM diamond pattern blk.
Two sets of new in package set of 1911 grips including Wilson Combat Slim Line
Concealed Carry Grips Springfield compact Diamondwood no. #354 SLDO and
351G10CDB Grips, Comp/OM Diagonal Pattern Blk
Three foam lined hard rifle cases including Browning, Flambeau and a Plano
Protector. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Zrak 8X56N rifle scope with
Zrak ON-8X42 adjustable rifle scope
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley model MK III Pocket, .38 S&W six Shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 102mm [Blued style finish. Checkered wooden grips. Surface rust
on all metal. Action including single and double action, trigger and indexing all
function, albeit a bit stiff. Overall in well used condition] serial # 30636,
certificate # 19143292, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1935, 7.65mm eight shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 85mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth branded grips. Assorted
proof marks including 1940 date on left rear frame. Matching serial numbers on
slide and frame. Finish is worn in use and handling areas including holster wear.
Slide has turned an unusual purple brown colour. Includes one detachable
magazine with finger rest. Slide and trigger appear to function reasonably well
with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 443336, certificate # 19143293,
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Top Break Auto. Ejecting, .32 S&W
five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 76mm [Nickel plated finish. Fixed
sights. Branded checkered grips. Two line address on top of barrel. Most plating
seems intact with some wear in common areas. Mechanically needs work in both
the cylinder ejection area and the trigger area. Use, handing and storage marks.]
serial # 05691, certificate # 19143296, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN-Browning model 1922 P626B, .32 Auto eight Shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Branded
checkered grips. Matching serial number on frame, barrel and slide. Nonmatching 91184 on detachable magazine. Well worn and has been poorly stored,
resulting in storage rust.] serial # 87956A, certificate # 19143295, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun unknown model Velo Dog type, 7mm Pin-Fire six shot single
action revolver, w/ bbl length 67mm [Likely originally blued with all bluing worn
off. Smooth wooden grips, folding trigger. No maker's name seen. Proof marks
include a crown on a circle with ELG on the cylinder, a crown over an R on right
side of barrel. Currently registered as prohib. but FRT is in question. Check back
for updates. NOTE: Firearm is currently registered as a Prohib 12-6 class firearm.
A Prohib 12-6 class PAL is required to bid at this time. It may get antique status in
the future but that is not a given or a guarantee.] serial # TB17826, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Top Break Auto. Ejecting, .38 S&W
five Shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated with fixed
sights. Right side grip missing small piece at the bottom, left side is just missing.
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Some plating missing. Mechanically including double and single action trigger and
cylinder indexing is better than average. Mostly in need of a good bath.] serial #
29769, certificate # 19143297, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model No. 1 1/2, .32 rimfire (?) five shot
top break, w/ bbl length 89mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed sights with
smooth wooden grips. Single line address on top of barrel. Hammer and trigger
operate reasonably smoothly. Cylinder does not index. Use, handling and storage
marks. NOTE: Firearm is currently registered as a Prohib 12-6 class firearm. A
Prohib 12-6 class PAL is required to bid at this time. It may get antique status in
the future but that is not a given or a guarantee.] serial # 71808, certificate #
19143298, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Diamondback, .38 SPL six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded checkered wooden bird head style grips. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely has only had light use. Slight cylinder ring and minor use and
handling marks.] serial # D13128, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN model 1905/6, .25 ACP semi automatic, [Blued finish
with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Over 90% bluing intact with storage
pitting on slide and frame. Marking include matching proof marks on left side of
slide and receiver. Action and trigger appear to function albeit a bit sluggish.
Includes on detachable magazine. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
601624, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Apache Carbine), 30-30 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Includes original box and original Hudson's Bay retail tag. Appears unfired or
possibly test fired with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AC9473,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Apache Carbine), 30-30 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Includes original box. Appears unfired or possibly test fired with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # AC9663, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Comache Carbine), 30-30 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
lever, studs and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Includes
original box, never attached saddle ring, original bandoleer and poster in
cardboard tube. Appears unfired or possibly test fired with minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # CC7546, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Klondike Gold Rush Co, 30-30 lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Includes original box, hang tag, brochure and unattached saddle ring. Appears
unfired or possibly test fired with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial
# KGR4578, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Apache Carbine), 30-30 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
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Includes original box. Appears unfired or possibly test fired with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # AC9479, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Cheyenne Carbine), 44-40 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Flip up peep sight.
Gold toned receiver, butt plate, rings, studs and medallion. Smooth straight
wooden stock and forend. Includes original box and manual. Appears unfired or
possibly test fired with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CH01655,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Little Big Horn Cente, 44-40 Win lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube. Gold toned receiver,
butt plate, rings and medallion. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend.
Includes original box. Appears unfired or possibly test fired with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # LBH08745, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle ISSC model Modern Sporting Rifle MK2, 22LR semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued barrel fitted with flash hider. Pop up fixed
front and adjustable rear sights and fitted with Bushnell Halo Electronic sight,
working at time of cataloguing. Folding tan coloured polymer stock with three
position stock length and adjustable cheek riser. Picatinny rail on full length stock
and other shorter length. Includes one detachable 20+ round magazine. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A491275, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako model A II, 7mm-08 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued heavy barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope rings, wooden
stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Branded plastic butt plate. Appears to
have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial #
365436, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 581, 22 S-L-LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and fixed leaf rear sight.
Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable
box magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # A1010034, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt, 22LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear peep sight.
Wooden hardwood stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Browning branded
plastic butt plate. Includes Browning branded detachable box magazine and
adapter inserts to use as single shot rifle. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 57816X71, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Parker Bros model SXS hammerless, 16Ga two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Hardwood stock and forend with checkered pistol grip. Whiteline branded thin
recoil pad. Matching serial no. on receiver, frame and forend. Top of barrel
marked "Parker Bros. Makers, Meriden. CT. USA. Trojan Steel" Action and trigger
function quite smoothly and lock up is positive. Bluing is worn in common
handling areas but otherwise only minor use and handling marks.] serial #
214682, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model 20, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Fitted with
J.C. Higgins adjustable choke system. Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip
and forend. Branded recoil pad. Bluing is worn in expected use and handling
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areas with very minor storage pitting. Action and trigger appear to function
smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ranger, 20Ga single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued fixed full choke barrel with single bead sight, note bead
missing. Receiver has purple tinge (?). Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Attached plastic butt plate. Firearms appears to have virtually no use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 60961, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model Mauser, 9.3 X 62 bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Wooden
stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Logo branded plastic butt plate. Bluing
worn in expected use and handling areas. Overall appears to have had light to
moderate use and in excellent condition with minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 92401, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model Mauser, 9.3 X 57 bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver with fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Sporter style wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and branded butt
plate. Fitted with sling rings. Action and trigger appear to function smoothly.
Most bluing intact with some wear in expected handling areas. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 10112,
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14, 30 Rem pump action repeater, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded metal butt plate. Corn
cob forend. Fitted with sling rings. Action, trigger and overall mechanical
operation is above average. Very faint scratch on left of receiver of a name (Marc
Fenwick) Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 6069, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14, 32 Rem pump action repeater, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate and
corn cob forend. Cracks on front of stock and chips in butt plate. Action is
intermittently sticky and possibly metal parts have been cold blued. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 20915, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Auto 5, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 29" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock
with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with
sling rings. Appears to have an old repair on left rear side of forend. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Bluing worn in expected storage
and handling areas with expected marks to wood and metal.] serial # 340285,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 20 Ga 2 3/4" pump action
repeater, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single
bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend with Whiteline branded recoil
pad. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # 1556245, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ranger, 22LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued round barrel turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Stock appears
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refinished. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, single single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with plastic butt plate. Some storage rust on barrel and receiver. Crack at rear
screw hole on trigger guard. Left side of stock has felt pen writing. Action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued round barrel turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Wooden
stock with checkered pistol grip and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Stock appears
refinished, receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount, no mount included.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Favourite, 32 Long RF single shot falling block,
w/ bbl length 20" [Blued partial octagonal and partial round barrel with most
bluing worn or cleaned off. No sights. Blued receiver. Smooth wooden stock and
forend with checkered carved into stock butt. Fairly well used condition,
although action and trigger does function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Wooden stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Older crack
repair on front of stock. Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount, no
mount included. Most bluing is intact, some minor surface rust and pitting. Some
bluing worn in common areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
smoothly with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22 S-L-LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with attached metal butt plate. Most bluing intact.
Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount, no scope including. Stock has
quite a few minor scratches and gouges, mostly to the finish but the action
appears to have had only reasonably light use. Use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 171, 22LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl length 21"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden with attached plastic butt plate. Rear sight is loose fitting
in the hinge. Left front 5" of stock is cracked and missing, see photos. Bluing is
worn in common use and handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Includes one detachable box magazine. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64B, 22LR eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with Winchester branded plastic butt plate. Top of barrel stamped
"MFG. by Winchester, Cobourg, Ont. Canada" Minor use and handling marks on
metal and minor surface rust. Action and trigger appear to function quite
smoothly. One detachable magazine. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # CA045928, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front sight and rear iron
sight missing. Fitted with Weaver .22 Tip-Off scope. Smooth wooden stock with
attached plastic butt plate. Trigger guard cracked at rear mounting screw and
piece missing rear of the mounting screw. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Electric pencil inscription on left side of mag well [713 856
250] Includes one Cooey branded box magazine. Use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model P14, .303 British five shot bolt action, w/
bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable barrel mount rear sights. Sporterized wooden stock with Whiteline
recoil pad and fixed riser, sling rings. Original rear sight removed and receiver is
drilled and tapped for optic mount, no mount included. Markings include RE
incased in an oval on top of receiver plus assorted proof marks. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 59691, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 2400, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel with single bead front sight. Black
anodized alloy receiver. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Checkered plastic
butt plate. Overall appears to have had light to moderate use with use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal especially around semi pistol grips, most
likely from poor post use cleaning as opposed to heavy use.] serial # N670101,
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 71/84, 11mm Mauser bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
three position flip-up rear sights. Smooth straight two band wooden stock with
metal butt plate. Sling rings. Matching numbers found on several parts including
receiver, barrel, rear band, however non-matching 39044 on bolt. Other
markings include a crown over Spandau on top of rear end of barrel. 1886 on left
rear of receiver, and assorted other proof marks on receiver and barrel. Age
appropriate marks and gouges on wood. Action and trigger appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 3871, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 94 series P, 12Ga single shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued unknown fixed choke barrel with single bead front sight.
Case hardened receiver. Wooden stock and forend with decorative checkering
and attached plastic butt plate. Right front of stock has 1" long crack with no
pieces missing. Left side of stock, just above trigger guard has a 1" X 1/4" missing
chip. Lock up, action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # D779213, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model P14, 303 British bolt action repeater, w/
bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
barrel mounted fixed rear sights. No receiver mounted rear sight. Smooth
straight sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Drilled for sling rings, but no
rings included. Markings including RE in oval in top of receiver, upper case R in
top rear of barrel and assorted other proof marks. Matching numbers on receiver
and barrel. Bolt serial no. is11279. Action and trigger seem to function
reasonably smoothly. Bluing worn in expected handling areas, age appropriate
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 310997, PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500AB, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action,
w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel, single bead sight. Black anodized
alloy receiver. Smooth wooden stock and corn cob forend. Mossberg branded
recoil pad. Bluing worn in expected use and handling areas. Action and trigger
function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # G121387, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 402, 12Ga 2 3/4" single shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel with single bead front sight. Smooth
wooden stock and forend with attached plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings.
Approximately 50% of bluing is worn or turning gray. Stock has been varnished.
Lock up and trigger function reasonably smoothly. In well used but functional
condition. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 225516,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 235, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued barrels and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead front
sight. Wooden stock and forend with checkered grips. Branded plastic butt plate.
Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and forend. Old repair on front right
of stock and small chip missing on left front of stock. In well used condition with
age appropriate marks on wood and metal.] serial # 97273, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Twin Ports model SXS, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued barrels turning brown gray. Single bead front sight and
unknown fixed choke. Matching serial no. on receiver, barrel and forend.
Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Chieftain branded
recoil pad. Bluing turning brown gray and worn in common use and handling
areas. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly with lock up just slightly
loose. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 20301, PAL
required
Two hard rifle cases including foam lined Gun Guard by Plano and Pillarlock foam
lined by Protection. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Two foam lined hard rifle cases including Contico and ProMax model 1511 by
Protector. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Wall mounted taxidermy Bison head, 46" in length, 32" wide and 41" wall to
nose. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Taxidermy pair of cougars, 58" in length and 36" high. Note: Local Pickup Only.
Not available for shipping
Two wooden ammunition boxes including one marked Winchester Small Arms
and one Remington
Two Ducks Unlimited pieces of wooden furniture including bench with flip up
seat and Winchester Repeater and duck motif decoration plus small wooden
chest with sunset cottage mural 18 1/2" X 10" X 11"
Ducks Unlimited wooden chest with flip up lid Ducks Unlimited logo carved on
front, 25" X 16" X 13" plus a small wooden ammunition box with moose motif
front
Mounted fiberglass salmon, 37" in length. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available
for shipping
Antique Onieda Newhouse No.5 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Antique Oneida Newhouse No. 15 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Antique Newhouse "Slick Pan" bear trap with chain and sling
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Restricted handgun H&R model M922, 22LR nine shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 152mm [Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded plastic
checkered grips. Double and single action indexing and lock up appear consistent
and reliable. Overall appears to have only light use. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # S578, certificate # 16964259, PAL required
Restricted rifle US Carbine model M1 Carbine, 30 M1 five shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 457mm [Blued style finish Saginaw barrel and receiver. Fixed from
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wood stock. Includes stock mount mag pouch,
green webbed sling and detachable box magazine. Appears to have had very light
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
5836004, certificate # 19775600, FRT # 13-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 175mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded plastic checkered grips. Includes three magazines and nonmatching foam lined hard case. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1894687, certificate # 19270015, FRT #
22439-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Star model Super B, 9mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued slide and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Plastic checkered
grips. Checkered back strap. Marking include 1237019 above trigger guard on left
side, 72 front left side of trigger guard, MODELO SUPER on right side of slide,
matching serial numbers on right side of slide and frame. Upper case B and
SUPER on bottom of grip etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Includes three
detachable magazines and Plano brand foam lined hard case. Minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 51373, certificate # 19821906, FRT # 222941 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Hand eject DA 45, 45 ACP six shot
double action revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued barrel and frame. Fixed
sights. Checkered walnut grips and one moon clip. Fitted with lanyard ring.
matching serial numbers on frame, barrel and cylinder. Mechanically appears
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks. Note extra moon clips
available in lot 251A. This revolver was originally issued to the Brazilian
government in 1938. Includes Smith & Wesson describing it's return and
refinishing "We have researched your Smith & Wesson .45 Hand Ejector Model of
1917, Brazilian Government Contract Variation, caliber .45 ACP or .45 Auto Rim,
revolver in company records which indicate that your handgun, with butt serial
number 184416 was shipped from our factory on March 9, 1938 and delivered to
The Brazilian Government, Rio de Jareiro, Brazil. The records indicate that this
revolver was shipped with a 5.5 inch barrel, blue finish, butt swivel and
checkered walnut silver medallion grips. The invoice lists this shipment as: 800
.45 Caliber U.S. Army Model 1917 revolvers marked with Brazilian seal on side
plate" they were billed at $33.25 each. This revolver was refinished by Smith &
Wesson December 1977 and at that time all the Brazilian markings were
removed."] serial # 184416, certificate # 19618136, FRT # 26359-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 617, 22LR 6 Shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded wooden grips with finger grooves. Appears to have had very little
use. Includes Bianchi No. 5BH leather holster. Slight use, handling and storage
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marks.] serial # BHH6482, certificate # 7865680, FRT # 21847-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun ISSC model M22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 108mm [Black anodized alloy slide. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Green polymer frame with rail section for laser or flashlight. Includes four
detachable magazines and branded foam lined hard case. Appears to have had
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C01945,
certificate # 18790064, FRT # 129436-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Caspian Arms model 1911 Custom, .38 Super 10 Shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 136mm [Blued finish. Partially skeletonized slide. Ported
barrel and three port compensator. Hybricomp ramped barrel. Skeletonized
hammer and trigger. Stainless beaver tail. Fitted with Aimpoint comp. red dot
optic. Checkered polymer grips, checkered front strap. Includes two 10 round
detachable magazines. Mechanically appears excellent and actually show little
signs of use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BRIAN95, certificate
# 19687665, FRT # 33097 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P45, .45 Auto ten shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm [Parkerized style slide and polymer frame.
Three dot red sights. Textured grip with replacement multi sized back straps.
Includes three magazines, original box and cable lock. Appears to have had very
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NEE2858,
certificate # 19775763, FRT # 127240-1 PAL required
Antique Oneida Newhouse No. 15 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Demooning tool and 18 moon clips and a set of Pachmayr "Gripper" rubber grips,
suitable for use with lot no. 250F
Antique Onieda Newhouse No.5 bear trap, complete with chain and ring plus
treble hook
Antique Newhouse "Slick Pan" bear trap with chain and sling
Antique Oneida Newhouse No. 15 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Antique Onieda Newhouse No.5 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Antique Onieda Newhouse No.5 bear trap, complete with chain and ring
Antique Oneida Newhouse No. 50 bear trap complete with chain and ring
Antique Oneida Newhouse No.50. complete with chain and ring. Note: The frame
is a 50 however the plate/base has been replaced with a 5
Mossberg 24" black finish Model 835 Ulti-Mag 12 ga. barrel with vent rib and
Accu-mag choke, chambered for 2 3/4, 3" and 3 1/2" shells
Two wooden Winchester Small Arms ammunition boxes
Huntshield 36-40 gun safe with key pad entry and two keys. Note: Local Pickup
Only. Not available for shipping
Huntshield 36-40 gun safe with key pad entry and two keys. Note: Local Pickup
Only. Not available for shipping
Stack-On Total Defense 36 gun safe with key pad entry and two keys. Note: Local
Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Stack-On Total Defense 36 gun safe with key pad entry and two keys. Note does
not lock. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Non-Restricted action only Schmidt- Rubin bolt action repeater, [Matching serial
numbers on receiver, bolt and magazine. Appears to function smoothly.] serial #
605040, PAL required
Non-Restricted action only Schmidt-Rubin bolt action repeater, [Matching
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numbers on bolt, receiver and magazine. Appears to function smoothly.] serial #
593472, PAL required
Non-Restricted action only model Swedish mauser, bolt action repeater,
[Swedish Mauser receiver fitted with scope rail. Appears to function reasonably
smoothly.] serial # no serial number found, PAL required
Non-Restricted model Swedish Mauser, bolt action repeater, [Swedish Mauser
action, appears to function reasonably smoothly] serial # no serial number found,
PAL required
Non-Restricted model Swedish Mauser, bolt action repeater, [Swedish Mauser
action, appears to function reasonably smoothly] serial # no serial number found,
PAL required
Non-Restricted Ross Rifle Co. bolt action, [Some use and tooling marks, appears
to function reasonably smoothly] serial # 50661151, PAL required
Selection of firearm parts including bolts and pieces labeled Swiss K 31, magazine
marked Mauser 98, unmarked bag of bolt handles, Champion Standard hand stop
Anschutz and Win. Package of detachable swivel bases and a 18 1/2" Ruger
barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights, appears new.
Selection of gunsmithing related tools including Teclock TM-110 dial indicator,
Lyman bench wrench, Lyman digital trigger pull gauge, Barrel bedding tools,
boxed centering indicator 607-4904, air pressure gauge no. 94894, a laser bore
sight for 223 cal. bore snack etc.
Mitutoyo inside micrometer set no. 141-108, appears completely unused.
Selection of gunsmithing related tools including Myford 78217 machine vise,
Teclock A1-921 dial gauge, SPI 20-704-3 dial indicator, three boxed Sinclair brand
tools including Neck wall gauge stand 09-980, Neck wall thickness gauge MIC-4
and Wilson trimmer mount with clamp STLC. Note every piece in this lot is new
or in as new condition
Mitutoyo No. 329-711-30 6" depth gauge with digital read-out in fitted case
Selection of gunsmithing tools and parts including two dial indicators, boxed 3
point internal micrometer, Wheeler brand scope ring alignment and lapping kit,
Universal adjustable cheek rest mount etc.
Selection of firearm optic parts including packaged Picatinny for Remington long
action, package Nightforce No. A132 steel blank, Farrell Mauser 98 mount,
assorted other rings and bases, package labeled Swedish CG 63 sights etc. Most
of the pieces appear new or in as new condition
Canvas style bag of Range items including Kestrel 4500 NV pocket weather
tracker with belt pouch, three leather shooting bags made by Protektor, Yukon
20-50X50 spotting scope in case carrier and an aluminium box containing
Shooting Chrony chronograph, not tested.
Selection of ammo. including full 20 count box of Winchester .30-06 180 grain
silver tip, 19 rounds of Imperial .30-06 180 grain KKSP, full 20 count box of
Imperial .30-30 150 grain ST, full 24 count box of Federal Classic .30-30 17 grain
soft point, approximately 140 rounds of .22 short, 50 rounds of .22 blanks, and a
few loose rounds.
Three soft rifle cases and some gun cleaning equipment
Scope marked Leupold Mark 4 4.5-14X50MM long range scope no. 8888SC with
rings and red and blue cross hairs. Note appears to be a reproduction.
Mitutoyo anvil micrometer no. 114-202
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Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 204 Ruger bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 4-12
wide angle scope. Walnut stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Branded
recoil pad. Mechanically appears excellent and only show signs of light use. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 79100049, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 6mm Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length
22" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco Var 2.5 10X42 M
scope. Walnut stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Branded recoil pad.
Mechanically appears excellent and only shows signs of light use with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 78972692, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster Mod. 870, 12Ga Magnum
3" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued ribbed fixed modified choke barrel with
single bead front sight. Blued steel receiver. Semi deluxe walnut stock with
checkered pistol grip and forend. Remington branded recoil pad. Action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly. Mostly minor use, handling and storage
marks with a small area of storage pitting on top of receiver.] serial # T814640M,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model N# 27-S, 25-20 M pump action, w/ bbl length
24" [Blued octagonal barrel and receiver turning gray. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with metal butt plate and corn cob
forend. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Most bluing worn
especially in handling areas. Minor surface rust. General use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 22 cal. pump action, w/ bbl length 19 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and three position flip up rear
sights. Smooth stock with pistol grip and metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Left
side of receiver drilled and tapped with four holes, two of which have screws part
way in and the other two are empty. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and
minor surface rust. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly
but firearm is in well used condition. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # 374972, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Syrian Mauser 8mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Matching numbers on receiver,
bolt and stock. Non-matching 2092 on mag plate. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # V7871, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Possible Podolsk Arsenal model SVT-40, 7.62X54R 10 Shot
semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Stamped
serial no. left side in front of bolt. Matching stamped number on stock, matching
electric pencil number on bolt and trigger guard. Detachable magazine stamped
478 and electric pencil line drawn through, electric pencil number 739 added to
magazine. Other markings include 1944 on top of breach, assorted proof on top
of and on side of breach. Right rear receiver stamped WEFFSCHU and proof
marks. Includes cleaning rod. Overall appears to be low use surplus with only
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minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A379, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Egyptian model Hakim Rifle, 7.9mm semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full
wood military stock and metal butt plate. Markings including Egyptian lettering
and numbering, some of which is likely a serial number, plus script on left side of
receiver. HAKIM 7.9mm MADE IN EGYPT. No markings found on stock, magazine
or trigger guard. Very little finish left on wood surfaces. Unsure if it is due to wear
or purposely removed. Use, storage and handling marks to wood and metal.]
serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ljungman model M/42 (1945), 6.5x55 semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 25 1/2" [Blued style barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock. Marking include 1945 with a crown over a C,
serial number on left front of receiver. SS on right side of receiver. Non matching
serial 31060 on butt plate etc. Includes detachable magazine and cleaning rod.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 26824B, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ross model M-10, 303 British bolt action, w/ bbl length 24
3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Sporterized stock with Whiteline branded recoil pad, hard as a rock.
Old repairs on stock and see photos for missing section on right front. Assorted
proof marks on barrel and receiver. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly but clearly and well use firearms. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/22, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3-9 scope.
Walnut stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Branded recoil pad. Includes
one detachable magazine. Mechanically excellent and appears to have had very
little use with only minor handling, use and storage marks.] serial # 72066032,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model M-25, 17 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Parkerized finish on barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases.
One piece black synthetic stock with pistol grip. Recoil pad. Includes one
detachable magazine and original box, manual and cable lock. . Likely unfired or
possible only test fired. Retail hanging tags intact and branding sticker on stock.]
serial # H891061, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN model E-1912, 22LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
23 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear
sights. One piece stock with checkered pistol grip. Metal butt plate. Sling rings.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Crack on both sides of stock
below receiver. Top screw of butt plate is missing. Initials LM carved into left side
of stock with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
332305, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Little Scout 14 1/2, 22LR single shot falling
block, w/ bbl length 19 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front
and missing rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Metal to wood fitment is
a little loose. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Antique rifle P. Webley & Sons model Martini Henry, 577 cal single shot breach
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block, w/ bbl length 33" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth straight stock and full length forend. Metal butt plate. Sling
rings. Heavy pitting on receiver and other metal parts. Missing cleaning rod.
Markings include two line address on top of barrel. Proof mark along with serial
number at right rear of barrel. Inlaid, owner set mother-of-pearl like button of
right side. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3623,
No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model Lithgow SHT.LE III 1916, 303 British 10
Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver turned gray. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sight plus volley sight. One piece full wooden military
stock. Brass butt plate and sling rings. Fitted with magazine cut-off. Includes one
detachable magazine. Action and trigger feel relatively smooth with use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 37214, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK I * Long Branch, 303 British 10
Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
two position rear sight. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Sling rings.
Matching numbered bolt. Dated 1943 of left side of receiver. Mechanically
appears to function very well and overall in above handling condition with use,
handling and storage marks. Includes one magazine.] serial # 25L6280, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Canadian Centennial '67, 30-30 lever
action repeater, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full
length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight smooth wooden stock
and forend. Likely unfired, possibly test fired. Includes warrantee card,
instruction fold out, inventory withdrawal voucher from Winchester Western
Canada Ltd. marked Employee Sale and dated Oct. 1970 and original box. Only
minor handling and storage marks.] serial # 296, PAL required
Antique Unknown model Percussion Pistol, 44 (?) single shot muzzle load, w/ bbl
length 280mm [Blued barrel turning brown. Fixed front and rear sights. Markings
include some scroll work on trigger guard and remnants of a faded name on the
lock. Rusting and pitting on all metal surfaces. Possibly mechanically cleaner. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model 901, 22LR nine shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 64mm [Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Off white branded checkered plastic
grips. Most plating intact with some minor pitting and wear in expected areas.
Single and double action indexing and lock up appear reliable and consistent.
Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # Y7195, certificate # 17422016, PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Stevens model Old Model Pocket pistol, 22LR Single Shot
single action revolver, w/ bbl length 89mm [Blued half round, half octagonal
barrel turning brown gray. Brass frame and smooth wooden grips. Surface pitting
on barrel and areas of tooling marks on brass especially around barrel hinge.
Hammer is either heavily tooled or was a shop made replacement. Overall in well
used condition with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 19901, certificate #
19422770, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 948, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length
89mm [Blued slide, barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered grips. Approximately 50% of bluing is intact with wear in expected use,
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handling and storage areas. Markings include proof marks, PSF and 1954 above
left side of trigger guard, upper cased F in a circle behind safety. Action and
trigger appear to functions reasonably smoothly. Includes one detachable
magazine with finger rest and small book style zippered case. Expected use,
handling and storage marks overall.] serial # 050712N, certificate # 18297706,
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Erma model EP 652, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length
73mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Markings
include proof marks on left side of slide and Ontario Importer mark RUKC on right
side. Appears to have had light use with minor bluing wear in handling areas.
Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 008711, certificate # 14434414, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 Rossi model Princess, 22LR seven double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 76mm [Nickel plated. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered grips.
This Smith & Wesson Ladysmith copy is in above average condition. Most plating
intact, however some flaking at left side of grip and at trigger opening and back
strap. Cylinder indexes and locks at all position, both single and double action.
Included leather tooled open holster. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
484222, certificate # 14434751, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson model American Bulldog, .38 S&W five Shot
revolver, w/ bbl length 114mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Checkered
wooden grips. Marked AMERICAN BULLDOG on top of barrel. Action is in poor
working order. Buy as project or parts gun. Most plating intact and areas not
plated have surface rust. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5225,
certificate # 19898645, FRT # 20237-37 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model Top Break Mdl 3 Varitn 9, .38 S&W five Shot
revolver, w/ bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Checkered grips.
Mechanically needs work. Hammer cocks intermittently, trigger works
intermittently. Cylinder does not index. Buy as project or parts gun.
Approximately 50% of plating intact. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
20586, certificate # 19860346, FRT # 118016-7 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Forehand Model 1901, .32 S&W five
shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 83mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights.
Checkered grips with shield under F&W branding. Double and single action
operation functions including indexing. Lock up is loose. Most plating intact.
Some surface rust, tooling marks and other use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # F2320, certificate # 19860344, FRT # 24007-5 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model Top Break 38 No 2 Safety, .38 S&W
five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 102mm [Blued finish with fixed
sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Mechanically appears better than
average including trigger and internal hammer operation, indexing, operation of
grip safety, auto eject etc. Most bluing intact with some holster and handling
wear and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 221089, certificate #
19897416, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 LH, 17 Rem Fireball bolt action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Parkerized style finish on barrel and left handed receiver. No fixed
sights. Fitted with Redfield 10X40 scope. One piece black synthetic stock with
texturized semi pistol and fore grip. Appears to have had very little use with
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minor use handling and storage marks. Includes leather soft case.] serial #
G6692048, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 38, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock. Leather butt plate. Corn cob forend. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 342A, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 22
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sight. Fixed with Weaver V22 scope. Smooth wooden stock. Fitted
with sling ring. Includes Hunter brand leather sling and one detachable magazine.
Electrical tape securing front of stock to barrel. Evidence of other drilled and
tapped holes on left side of receiver. Action and trigger function albeit a bit stiff.
Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster Mod. 870, 12Ga 2 3/4"
pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel with single bead
sight. Blued steel receiver. Smooth wooden stock with semi pistol grip and
branded butt plate. Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears excellent and
obviously a well cared for firearms. Minor use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 1232524V, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BLR, 308 lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Leupold M8-4X Compact scope. Straight stock with Browning branded recoil pad.
Checkered strong and weak grip. Most barrel bluing is worn off and some
wearing on receiver. Includes one detachable box magazine and woven sling.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 08651K70, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 25-35 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown. Smooth
straight wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. Old repairs on both sides of
stock near the front and appears to be re varnished. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial
# 620896, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model G.R 1918 SHT L.E III*, 303 British bolt
action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Matching serial number on
receiver and barrel and non-matching serial number on bolt N6933. Proof marks
on barrel and receiver. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly albeit a
little stiff. Includes one detachable magazine and a tooled leather sling, note rear
ring missing. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
43271, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Daisy model 2202, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 19" [Steel
lined black plastic barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Faux wood plastic
stock and forend with fixed cheek and tacticool extendable butt plate. Some use
and handling marks but appears to have had very little use.] serial # AB0029089,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BLR, 243 lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Straight
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checkered stock and forend. Branded recoil pad. Action and trigger function
reasonably smoothly. Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount and all four
holes contain a screw. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Includes one
detachable box magazine. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 01951RT127, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model 5, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 3/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and three position flip up rear sights.
Fitted with Weaver B4 scope. Note different coloured scope rings. Wooden stock
with checkered semi pistol grip. Plastic butt plate broken and piece missing.
Action and trigger cycle albeit stiffly. Includes one detachable box magazine. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 09272, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110L-D, 7mm Rem Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 24 1/4" [Blued and left handed receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with a Bushnell Banner II 3X-9X scope. Walnut stock with checkered
pistol and fore grip. Branded recoil pad. Bluing worn in use and handling areas
and much of the finish on the stock is worn. Action and trigger cycle albeit a bit
stiffly. Note homemade lens cover appear to be fashioned from inner tube.
Includes leather sling. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 112868, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 88, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted
with Weaver B4 scope. Hardwood stock with checkered pistol and fore grip.
Metal butt plate. Rear sight adjusting ramp missing. Both sides of stock have
diamond shaped inlay. Includes leather sling. Use, handling and storage marks to
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Fred T. Baker model SXS Hammer, 12Ga (appears to be
3") two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 31" [Blued Damascus barrels turning
brown gray. Single bead front sight. External hammers. Wooden stock and
forend. Stock is almost completely wrapped in electrical tape. Markings include
13", 12, NOT FOR BALL and assorted symbols under chambers. Receiver and locks
almost totally engraved with scroll work and each side with the name FRED T.
BAKER and underneath a circular logo "TRADEMARK". Hinge releases and locks
up surprisingly well. However still recommend wall hanger only.] serial # 4831,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.P Sauer & Sohn model Royal, 12 ga 2 3/4" two shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrels with fixed full choke left side and
fixed half choke right side. Stainless engraved receiver. Semi deluxe stock with
checkered pistol grip and forend. Recoil pad. Appears to be in excellent condition
and shows very little signs of use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks plus crack in back part of forend.] serial # B3993, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna .308 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Front and rear sight inserts removed. Fitted with scope bases.
Walnut stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fixed riser and branded
plastic butt plate. Action and trigger function smoothly and mechanically appears
excellent. Includes leather sling ring. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 294078, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schullz & Larsen model M60, 7.61 S&H bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope
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bases. Semi deluxe stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Fixed riser and
branded recoil pad. Barrel marked TWIST 12". Appears to have had very little use
with only minor use and handling marks.] serial # 5684, PAL required
Two piece RCBS 7X61 S&H die set, sixteen once fired Norma 7X61 S&H brass, and
a green ammo case containing seventeen empty cases and three live rounds of
7X61 S&H ( presumed reloads, note can not be shipped with gun so would have
to be shipped separately at buyers expense)
Non-Restricted rifle Custom Mauser model 98, N.F. 458 Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 26" [Blued heavy barrel and action. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with scope base. No stock. Mechanically appears excellent. Only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 654, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model FN98, 30-06 U.S bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fixed with
Talley scope bases and rings. Hardwood stock with checkered pistol grip and
branded plastic butt plate. Small repair of modification to stock behind bolt. Sling
rings. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 145416, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Custom model Muzzle loader, .50 cal Single Shot percussion,
w/ bbl length 33" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Deluxe walnut stock with brass butt plate, trigger guard, patch box etc. Includes
ramrod. Consignor purports that the Douglas barrel and walnut stock were
properly lapped and the firearm is unfired. Appears unfired with only minor use
and handling marks.] serial # ES81203, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Mag 12, 12Ga 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 31 1/2" [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Walnut stock
with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Branded recoil pad. Receiver is
engraved with scroll work. Minor bluing wear in handling areas. Mechanically
appears excellent. Includes soft case. Minor use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 22212, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model 1904R, 7.62X54 bolt action, w/ bbl
length 21 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight wooden stock and metal butt plate. Markings include serial no.
66706 crossed off on barrel, other serial numbers include 37428 on bolt, 39444
on butt plate, A5626 and mag. base. Stock appears refinished. Action and trigger
function reasonable smoothly with use handling and storage marks to wood and
metal.] serial # 5723, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 1 MK 3 *, .303 British ten shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sight. Full wood military stock, missing top rear section.
Matching serial number on barrel, receiver and bolt. Non-matching numbered
stock and front and back of stock don't match. Includes original sling ring on back
and replaced on ring on front and one detachable magazine. Markings include a
crown over GR, BSA Co., 1917, SHT LE III * on right side. Assorted proof marks on
barrel and receiver etc. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 34504, PAL required
Enfield bayonet, markings including LITHGOW 1918, came to us with lot 322 but
does not match serial number, blade length 16 1/2" overall length 21 1/2"
Non-Restricted rifle Sako Finnbear model L61R, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length
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24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with
bases and 1" Weaver rings. Hardwood stock with checkered pistol and foregrip.
Branded recoil pad with fixed riser. Includes rear sling ring, front ring is missing.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly, use handling and storage marks
on wood and metal.] serial # 62544,
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight and add
on green fiber optic front sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt
plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial numbers on barrel and receiver. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 1858693, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Franchi model 48/AL, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/
bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel. Single bead sight. Black
anodized receiver. Smooth wooden stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered
forend. Unusual rubs on front of barrel, forend and receiver, all on the left side
with other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # B80398,
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model 2-E, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 3/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Bushnell 4-9 scope. Hardwood stock with checkered grip, plastic forend. Sling
mounts and rear sling ring. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Includes on detachable box magazine. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal.] serial # 432649, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model Mauser 1900, 6.5X55mm bolt action, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with 4X-32 scope ( no brand name seen). Smooth wooden military
stock. Metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling.
Markings include matching serial number on bolt, 792 on ring, 560 on butt plate.
See photos for bolt handle attachment and approximately 1 1/2" ball. Action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # 66405, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfields model No 4 MK 1 Parts Guns, .303 British bolt
action, w/ bbl length 25" and 21 1/2" [Two parts Enfield rifles, see photos for
details. Includes one with wooden stock missing bolt and one with polymer stock
includes bolt, note falls out. Buy as parts guns only.] serial # 13944 and 0037622,
PAL required
Antique rifle Mauser model 71, Mauser .43 cal single shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued part round and part octagonal barrel turned brown. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Bolt does
have extractor rod. Rear sling mount intact, missing ring. Front ring and mount
intact. Matching serial numbers found on barrel, receiver, bolt, receiver
mounting screw and butt plate mounting screws. Other markings include C.E. W.
on top of barrel ring, OESTERR. WAFFFB. GES on top rear of barrel. Crown over
F/W on left rear of barrel, assorted proof style marks with crowns on left side
rear of barrel. Imperial proof marks on right rear of barrel, front and left of action
and R.C. 1877 and 1876 on right rear of receiver. 2.122 on butt plate etc. Action
and trigger function reasonably smooth. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal including crack on left side of trigger guard.] serial # 4164D, No
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Non-Restricted rifle Ariska (Kokura Arsenal) model 22nd srs Type 38 Convers.,
6.5X55mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized style replacement stock with metal butt
plate. Corrosion to exterior of barrel from contact with original full wood stock.
Matching serial number on bolt. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly.
Fitment to stock is a bit amateurish. Includes webbed sling with use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 17271, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stiga model M96, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver turned gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Fitco 4X32
scope. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and recoil pad. Includes
camouflage style sling. Stock has been re varnished. All markings including make,
model, caliber and serial number have been polished off. Caliber reported by
consignor, not confirmed. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly with
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stiga model M96, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Sight Mark red dot optic, not
working at time of cataloguing- will replace battery and recheck, check back for
updates. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with
recoil pad, sling ring and Cabela's padded sling. Matching serial number on bolt
and mag. base. See photos showing barrel to receiver fitment indicated possible
head space adjustment and now sees barrel seated predominately to the left.
Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 63060, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle & shotgun Stevens model 22-410, .22LR & .410Ga 3" two
shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed sights.
Plastic stock and forend. Front section of stock broken and missing. Most bluing
worn off. Firing pin transfer bar is included but not attached. Buy as project gun.]
serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Beeman model Series 500, .177 Pellet (550FPS) Single hinge
break, w/ bbl length 14 1/2" [Pot metal construction and appears to be steel
sleeved barrel. Black polymer stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. No fixed
sights. Fitted with 4X 20WA scope. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
50800462, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Belgium Pieper model Belgium SXS, 12Ga 2 3/4" two
shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel turning brown gray. Single
bead front sight. White metal receiver. Hardwood stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Replaced butt stock. Markings include FOR SMOKELESS
POWDER, ATIC.ETABL.PIEPER HERSTAL, BELGIUM, BAYARD under a mounted
jouster on horseback, DEMI-BLOC all on top of barrels. Plus CHOKE, 18.2, 18.3,
12C in a diamond, crown over circle with FLG, assorted proof marks all under
barrels etc. Receiver is engraved, safety selector is missing. Action and trigger
function reasonably smoothly. Lock up a bit loose. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal including small chunks of wood and once fitted sling
rings are missing.] serial # 1974, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1902, .22 S-L single shot bolt action, w/
bbl length 18" [Originally blued barrel and receiver. Fixed sights and smooth
wooden stock. All original bluing removed and would appear to be polished off.
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Finish removed from stock. Action and trigger function and would make a nice
little project gun.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Antique shotgun Scholefield Birmingham model Percussion MuzzleLoader, 10 GA
single shot w/ bbl length 45 1/4" [Part round and part octagonal blued barrel.
Single bead sight. Short wooden stock with brass butt plate. Mostly brown patina
except polished to exposed name. Seahorse stamped on lock. Action and trigger
function. Surface rust. Includes ramrod. Age appropriate marks to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Four full 20 count boxes of rifle ammunition including two boxes of Federal .300
win mag 150 grain soft point, one box of Remington .303 British 174 grain FMJ
and one box of Federal .270 Win 150 grain soft point round nose
One full 200 round box of CCI Max-Mag .22 WMR and a UM Tactical optic mount
with red dot optic; working at time of cataloguing
Kitchen junk drawer and contents including parts from a non-restricted FN-49
rifle, serial no. 31306, see photos for contents. Receiver should be presumed
non-functions. PAL REQUIRED
Three Lyman Tru-line Junior loading presses, no dies, all appear to be in good
condition.
20X42 waterproof rifle scope with level
Sightron S2 36X42 rifle scope with original box
Sightron S2 36X42 rifle scope with original box
Kenko Optics 20X42 waterproof rifle scope
Boyd's rifle stock, box marked 300-154 for Schmidt- K31, contents not confirmed
Boyd's rifle stock 503028
Boyd's rifle stock no. 500616
Boyd's rifle stock for Schmidt-K31
Boyd's rifle stock no. 051341
Restricted handgun Ruger model Standard, 22LR 10 Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 121mm [Presumably originally blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably smoothly. Virtually no bluing left. Use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 139752, FRT # 35528-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Norinco model NP18, 9mm 10 Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 119mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. Plastic checkered grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent and shows signs of only
light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
07505024, FRT # 85775-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun S&W model 629-1, .44 mag 6 Shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 212mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes original box, owner's manual and
cleaning brush. Slight cylinder ring and other wise only minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # AWA8007, FRT # 22561-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Cimarron model 1872 Open top, 38 Colt & S&W Spec. 6 Shot
single action revolver, w/ bbl length 190mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, back strap
and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and hammer. Fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Engraved ships scene on cylinder, single line address on top of
barrel. Marked 38 Colt & S&W Spec. Slight cylinder ring, otherwise appears to
have very little use. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial #
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X03556, certificate # 8600850, FRT # 46406-6 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model 1873 SAA, .45 cal 6 Shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 191mm [Blued finish turned gray. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips.
Matching serial numbers seen on frame, back strap and trigger guard. Most
bluing worn. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly including positive
lock up. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 44400, certificate # W, FRT #
17644-207 PAL required
Restricted handgun Llama model XXXVI, 22LR 6 Shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 152mm [Blued ribbed barrel, cylinder and frame. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Branded wooden checkered grips. Action including
indexing and lock up appear to work reasonably well. Visible cylinder ring and
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 732765, certificate # G-052115,
FRT # 20548-8 PAL required
Restricted handgun Heckler & Koch model P30L, .40 S&W ten shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 113mm [Parkerized style slide with three dot fixed
sights. Polymer frame with rail for flashlight or laser. Texturized grips with multi
sized replaceable back strap and sides. Includes two detachable magazines and
speed loader in fitted foam lined hard case. Appears to have had light use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 221001141, certificate #
16788866, FRT # 128251-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Beretta model 75 Jaguar, .22 LR eight shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 150mm [Blued barrel and slide with fixed sights. Black anodized
alloy frame. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine,
original box and manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor tooling marks
around front sight. Minor use, handling and storage marks including holster
wear.] serial # 82842, certificate # 332178, FRT # 16501-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model Colt 22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 114mm [Stainless steel heavy bull barrel. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded checkered grips. Includes two detachable box magazine. Appears to
have had on light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
PH37044, certificate # 19862144, FRT # 25402-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Erma model LA22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 114mm [Blued finish. Missing front sight. Fixed rear sight. Checkered
plastic grips. Includes two detachable box magazines. Action and trigger appear
to function well with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 31414,
certificate # 19858384, FRT # 18808-1 PAL required
Boyd's 300558 rifle stock blank
Boyd's 503305 blank rifle stock
Two hardwood stock blanks and two pieces of hardwood
Hornady 1911 style auto primer and a 3.2lb bag containing .312 round ball from
The Bullet Barn
Selection of antique collectibles including brass Princess Mary Christmas box
circa 1914, set of brass bincolars with case, two military metal cockades including
Bavaria WWI and WWII Wermacht ( national army) plus two brass bullet lighters
Selection of vintage and antique collectibles including a pair of brass binoculars
marked Lemaire fab, Paris, pair of antique handcuffs with key, leather powder
horn, wooden cane with antler handle and leather strop, two vintage locks, two
curved scythes and a size 7 1/2" Stetson 4X Beaver hat in box
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Selection of brass collectibles including 4" tall bear figure, a Weatherby belt
buckle in original box, Harley Davidson belt buckle, bullet shaped pen and pencil
set and a small bullet lighter plus a nickel vintage tire gauge by Schrader in
leather pouch
Two German WWII replica daggers including 2nd model Third Reich Luftwaffe
dagger with brass wire wrapped faux ivory handle and woven silver pommel and
an army Heer officer's dagger with faux ivory handle and metal shealth with
lanyards plus a Nazi cotton armband. Note: Our company does not condone or
support any extremist political ideologies past or present. These items are
intended for historical collect ability purposes only.
Selection of collectible knives including two Ducks Unlimited buck knives, vintage
hunting knife, assorted pocket knives etc. plus handmade horn handle knife with
stand and leather sheath
Two antique powder horns including copper civil war era horn with scalloped
shell design and a copper and brass with hunting dog and gamebirds
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Plastic grips. Mechanically
appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks, note forend
appears to have been varnished.] serial # 4319596, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun CZ model CZ 712, 12Ga 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length
30" [Parkerized style ribbed barrel with single bead front sight, threaded for
chokes and includes one unidentified choke. Black alloy receiver. Wooden stock
with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Limbsaver recoil pad. Mechanically
appears excellent and does not show signs of much use but does show signs of
handling marks with minor marks to wood and metal.] serial # 12A7269, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Cougar Voere model Mauser 2150, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl
length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and two position flip up
rear sight. Fitted with Weaver K4-1 scope. Hardwood stock with checkered semi
pistol and fore grip. Non original recoil pad. Leather sling and sling rings. Barrel
marked COUGAR VOERE AUSTRIA, L.A. DISTR. N.Y.C MOD 2150. Finish worn in
use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 174111, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 183D-B, 410Ga 3" bolt action, w/ bbl
length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead front
sight. Screw on muzzle device, presumably choke marked Mossberg 410 F. One
peice smooth wooden stock with finger grooved semi pistol grip and plastic butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Branded plastic butt
plate. Sling rings. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # CG055051, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 37A (Non-Working), 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3"
single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and
receiver. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip
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and smooth forend. Non original recoil pad. Matching serial numbered barrel.
Note needs some attention in the hinge and lock area. Stock and forend appear
revarnished, other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C865983, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Zastava model Mod. 70, 375 H&H Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Semi deluxe hardwood stock with checkered pistol and foregrip. Branded recoil
pad. Sling mounts. Receiver is threaded for scope mount and currently fitted with
threaded plugs. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # 77932, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Husqvarna model 51, 16 Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 29 1/2" [Blued barrels with single bead sights. Not threaded for chokes.
Unknown fixed choke. External hammers. Hardwood stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial
numbers on frame, barrels and forend. Hinge and lock up is smooth and tight.
Hammer and trigger action appears to function reasonably well. Finish worn in
use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
124771, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Barrel marked
FOR SUPER SPEED & SUPER-X 3IN. Matching serial numbers on barrel and
receiver. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably smoothly. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 1873176, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Le Centaure model SXS, 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued barrels with single bead front sight. White metal
receiver. Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Metal butt plate
and sling rings. Markings include 8262 under barrels, presumably the serial
number, several markings under rear of barrels 1KG 356, CHOKE 18.2, 18.3, 12-65
in an oval, assorted other proof marks. Top of barrels marked FABRIQUES D'
ARMES UNIES DE LIEGE plus rampant horse logo on top of LE CENTAURE, left
barrel marked full choke. Receiver and locks have decorative engraving. Hinge
and lock up function smooth and tight. Hammers and triggers appear to function
reasonably smoothly. Chamber length not confirmed. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 8262, PAL required
Crossman 38T 22 caliber pellet pistol, serial no. 933820. Includes western style
holster and three CO2 cartridges
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 1A, .303 British Single Shot falling block, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with Bushnell Scopechief V 1.5-4X scope. Semi deluxe walnut stock and
forend with checkering and branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling mounts.
Mechanically appear excellent and likely has only had light use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13430188, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 338 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Threaded for front and rear fixed sights. No
sights included and holes are filled with threaded plugs. Fitted with Leupold serial
no. 132709V VX-1 2-7X33mm scope. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with checkered
pistol and fore grip. Branded recoil pad. Sling rings and fixed riser. Bluing worn in
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use and handling areas. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # G1013543, PAL required
Non-Restricted carbine Uberti model American Carbine, 45 Colt 6 Shot single
action revolver, w/ bbl length 18" [Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Case
hardened frame and hammer. Fixed sights. Polished hardwood stock with curved
glass butt plate. Includes original box and manual. Appears to have had very little
if any use. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # UH9094, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14, 30 Rem 5 Shot pump action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered metal butt plate.
Corn cob forend. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Finish worn in
use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # C59061, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14, 32 Rem 5 Shot pump action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Finish worn in use and
handling areas, stock to receiver fitment is loose and old repairs in front of stock,
forend is crack but complete and piece missing from ring holding tubular ring.
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # C29074, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 25, 32-20 8 Shot pump action, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear. Smooth stock with branded curved metal plate. Corn
cob forend. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Use, handing and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 22287, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Sporter, 32-20 4 Shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued barrel turning brown gray. Fixed sights. One piece smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably
smoothly. Includes one detachable box magazine. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 113173, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model Long Branch #4, 303 British 10 Shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued style barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Sporterized style stock with Churchill Gunmaker plastic
butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes one 10 round detachable box
magazine. Markings are faint to read, does include (FTR). Action and trigger
function reasonably smoothly. Drilled and tapped for scope mount. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # LA23911, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with metal butt plate. Action and trigger
cycle through albeit a bit stiff. Drilled and tapped for optic mount. Stock has old
crack repair under side front and has been refinished. Use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 830, 30-30 3 Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Action and trigger
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function reasonably smoothly. Stamped made in USA on right side of barrel.
Stock appear refinished or replaced. Includes one detachable box magazine. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # A410741, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump
action, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Smooth hardwood stock and branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Mechanically appears excellent with minor use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 646569V, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Maverick Arms model 88, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued style smooth bore Slugster barrel with fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Black anodized alloy receiver. Black polymer furniture with
recoil pad and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears excellent and like has had
very little use with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # MV0304364, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Woodsmaster 740, .308 Win semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded metal butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Includes one detachable
box magazine. Drilled and tapped for optic mount. Bluing worn in handing areas
and other use, handling and storage marks] serial # 142661, PAL required
Non-Restricted saddle ring carbine Winchester model 1892, 44 W.C.F lever action
repeater, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with metal butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Well worn condition and
presumed reblued metal and refinished wood. Hole worn through center of
loading gate and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 570826, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Apache Carbine), 30-30 lever
action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and full length tube with fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Gold toned
receiver butt plate, receiver, barrel rings and inset medallion. Appears lightly use
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # AC243, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Mark I Y, 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/
bbl length 19" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed sights. Smooth camouflage stock.
Action and trigger feel smooth. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
0200695, PAL required
Stack-On eight gun metal gun cabinet with two keys, 17" wide x 13 1/2" deep.
Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Wooden Old Fishing Lures labeled box containing six full 20 count Supreme 12 ga.
2 3/4" no. 5 rounds, 22 rounds of Eley 12 ga. 2 3/4" no. 4, 7 rounds of CIl 12 ga. 2
3/4" and a selection of loose assorted 12 ga. and .410 rounds.
Selection of assorted ammunition includiing a Winchester box containing 20
rounds of .30-08, not all original to box, 20 count box of Winchester Super-X box
with .303 Win 18 grain soft point, 42 count rounds of Remington .25 auto 50
grain metal case, appears factory sealed 50 count box of Remington Kleen
bore.22 Remington auto loading, a full 50 count box of Canuck CIL .25 Stevens
Long 65 grain, approximately 100 .22 short, 250 rounds of .22 LR plus a selection
of miscellaneous one off rounds including .348 Win, some vintage Rimfire, .577
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Twelve 50 caliber rounds, one 50 caliber blank and one 90 caliber round ( visually
appears complete) marked Inert on black band and two partial holes drilled near
tip of projectile. All rounds appear live as powder can be heard inside.
Wooden box containing a 50 count box of CIL Bullets .428 dia. 200 grain soft
point, a selection of assorted empty cases, a Herter's box containing
approximately 40 count .243 dia. 100 grain semi pointed bullets plus vintage
primers, cleaning solvent, a Tasco 4X20 scope etc.
Antique handgun Hopkins & Allen model XL Navy, .38-100 six shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm [Nickel plated finish with fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Action, trigger and indexing function reasonably well including
lock up. Markings include name and patent on top of barrel, XL NAVY 38-100 CAL
on frame above cylinder. Over 70% of nickel plating intact. Non plated areas
showing signs of pitting, some tooling marks on trigger guard and other use,
handling and storage marks. Includes verification letter from Firearms Registery
confirming antique status.] serial # 98, No PAL required
Antique handgun Colt model Thunderer, .41 LC six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 114mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered branded grips.
Markings include two line address on top of barrel. Matching serial numbers on
frame, trigger guard and back strap. Patent stamps on left side of framed. Most
bluing worn and surface pitting in some areas. Cylinder rotates freely with
indexing and lock up components appear to be missing. Hammer does not cock.
Double action operation is working fine. Use, handling and storage marks.
Includes verification letter from the Firearms Registery confirming antique
status.] serial # 71638, No PAL required
Antique handgun Colt model Thunderer, .41 LC six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 89mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips.
Markings include two line address on barrel. Matching serial numbers on frame,
trigger guard and back strap. Indexing, single action and double action function
reasonably well with the exception of trigger must be manually moved forward.
Includes verification letter from Firearms Registry confirming antique status. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 45118, No PAL required
Antique handgun Lefaucheux model Large frame, 11mm Pinfire six shot double
action revolver, w/ bbl length 155mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed
sights. Checkered wooden grips. Engraved on most surfaces with the exception of
main barrel section. Double and single action operation function reasonably well,
including lock up. Missing the loading gate and extractor rod. Virtually no
identifying marks other than 6 on back of cylinder and what appear to be a V and
perhaps a crown on front of cylinder. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
NIL, No PAL required
Antique handgun Reichsrevolver model 1879, 11mm six shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 183mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Smooth wooden grips.
Matching serial numbers on frame, barrel, side plate, side plate screws, safety
lever, mounting screw, loading gate and cylinder. Other markings include 1881
on left side of frame, presumably manufacturing date. GEBR MAUSER & CIE
OBERNDORF and an 1880 in an oval on side plate. Upper case M on frame behind
trigger guard, 49. A.3.65. and proof marks surrounding lanyard ring etc.
Approximately 50% of bluing intact. Pitting on metal, predominantly on back
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strap, top of frame and barrel. Trigger and action including indexing and lock up
working surprisingly well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1196, No PAL
required
Antique handgun St. Etienne model 1873, 11mm six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 115mm [Frame, cylinder and other metal parts in the white.
Checkered pistol grips. Lanyard ring. Markings include Mle 1873 on top of barrel,
S 1880 on right side of barrel. MRE d'ARMES ST. ETIENNE on right side of frame.
Matching serial numbers found on frame, barrel, cylinder, trigger guard, cylinder
rod and assorted screw heads etc. Assorted proof marks on frame behind left
side of cylinder and other areas on frame. Mechanically including hammer
cocking, indexing, trigger, both single and double action, extractor, loading gate
etc. seem exceptional. The quality and attention to detail in this firearms would
put most other gunsmiths to shame. Must be handled to be appreciated. Age
appropriate use, handling and storage marks.] serial # H21885, No PAL required
Antique handgun Italian Service model 1889 Trooper, 10.4mm six shot double
action revolver, w/ bbl length 115mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed
sights. Checkered wooden grips. Folding trigger. Single and double action
operation is reasonably good. Indexing is consistent but lock up is loose. Surface
pitting on most metals and some tooling marks. Markings are well worn and
difficult to read. 1897 visible on left side, presumably date of manufacture. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 14266, No PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Double Actions No 6, .32 S&W five
Shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 64mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Double and single action working including
indexing. Action is tight and lock up is loose. Most plating intact and unplated
areas have surface rust. Use, handling and storage marks] serial # 9256,
certificate # 19860342, FRT # 19916-5 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Double Actions No 6, .38 S&W five
Shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 64mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically in very poor condition. Double
action trigger functioning including indexing, and lock up is loose. No single
action. Most finish worn and rusted.] serial # 3516, certificate # 19860345, FRT #
19916-8 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun British Bulldog model Folding Trigger, .32 CF six shot double
action revolver, w/ bbl length 60mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed
sights. Checkered wooden grips. Markings include BRITISH BULLDOG on top of
frame, *N on frame and cylinder ELG * in an oval on cylinder. Red and white
numbers on front strap, possibly inventory markings. Mechanically appears
better than average. Double and single action trigger operation is smooth and
crisp. Indexing and lock up are reliable. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
4639, certificate # 19860343, FRT # 26628-19 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Unknown Belgian model Bulldog Type, .32 cal six shot
revolver, w/ bbl length 53mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed front sight,
no rear sight. Wooden checkered grips. Most internals missing. Lot includes
frame, cylinder, trigger, trigger guard, grips and loading gate. See photos.
Includes RCMP laboratories tag 1987] serial # KD28739, certificate # 19860341,
FRT # 26624-11 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 19-3, .357 Mag six shot double
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action revolver, w/ bbl length 102mm [Nickel plated with fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appear
excellent. Visible cylinder ring, otherwise only minor use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 4K30011, certificate # 19860340, FRT # 21946-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Rohm model RG 10, .22 short six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 63mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear
sights. Plastic faux ivory grips. Action, trigger and indexing function reasonably
well. Most bluing intact. Heavy scratches and nicks on metal and plastic. Use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 664754, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Mab model C, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length
83mm [Blued slide and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded checkered plastic MAB grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Most
bluing intact. Slide and trigger operate mechanism function reasonably smoothly.
Use, handling and storage marks] serial # 437430SG, PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Echasa model Basque, .32 cal semi automatic, w/ bbl length
79mm [Blued slide and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered
hard plastic grips. Includes one tight fitting magazine ( may not be correct for this
gun). Most bluing intact. Trigger mechanism is not functioning. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 94743, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Savage model 212, 12Ga 3" bolt action, w/ bbl length 22
1/4" [Parkerized style rifled barrel and receiver. One piece synthetic black stock.
No fixed sights. Fitted with two piece scope base. Includes one detachable box
magazine and original box, manual and lock. Appears unfired or possibly test
fired.] serial # M725224, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .30-30 SPRG bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Satin stainless steel barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Threaded for scope
base. One piece black synthetic stock with soft touch pistol and fore grip. Thick
recoil pad, sling mounts. Includes original box and manual. Appears new and
unfired, possible test fired.] serial # 35CZZ15280, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .300 WSM bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Stainless steel fluted barrel and black finish receiver. Deluxe coyote outback
skeletonized stock with recoil pad with sling mounts. Includes original box and
manual, appears unfired or possibly test fired.] serial # 35CZZ09165, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model X-Bolt, .243 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length
24" [Black finished heavy barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Threaded for scope
mount. Black synthetic stock with dura-touch pistol and fore grip. Includes
original box and manual. Appears unfired, possibly only test fired.] serial #
03280ZX354, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 16
1/2" [Blued style heavy barrel and receiver. No fixed sights, threaded for optic.
Synthetic Green Reaper stock. Muzzle is threaded for attachments and includes
thread protector. Includes two detachable magazines, one of which is stored in
butt. Original box. Appears unfired, possibly test fired.] serial # 03931ZW253, PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 114, .300 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length
24 1/4" [Stainless fluted barrel and receiver. No fixed sights, threaded for scope
mount. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Recoil
pad with fixed riser. Includes original box with manual. Appears unfired, possible
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test fired.] serial # H661833, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 250, 22 S-L-LR lever action, w/ bbl length
20 1/2" [Blued barrel and full length tube, fixed sights, black anodized receiver.
Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Branded plastic butt
plate. Action and trigger function reasonably smoothly. Electric pencil marks
609431636 on left side of receiver. Overall in well used condition with marks on
wood and metal.] serial # B1131572, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sears model 4C, .22 LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl length
21" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Action and trigger function
smoothly. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with sling mounts. Minor
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14944, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model 1, .22 LR bolt action repeater, w/ bbl length 23"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and three position flip up rear sight.
Smooth wooden stock, branded checkered butt plate. Sling rings. Action and
trigger appear to function well. Includes one detachable magazine. Stock appears
restained. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 100609,
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 348 Gamemaster, 12 Ga 2 3/4" bolt action,
w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and action turned brown gray. Single bead front
sight. Smooth wooden stock. Branded plastic butt plate. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas. Action and trigger function reasonably well. Stock appears
refinished. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Sears model 684, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Plastic butt plate, sling mounts.
Barrel marked FULL CHOKE MADE IN CANADA FOR SIMPSON SEARS. Action and
trigger appear to function well. Most bluing intact. Stocks has missing finish due
to poor storage. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 704328, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 820B, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length NIL [Blued receiver, smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Corn cob
forend. No barrel included. Action and trigger function reasonably well with use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 770, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Front of barrel has
been cut off ( still legal length). No sights. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad.
Corn cob forend. non original screw and nut on right side of receiver. Action and
trigger function albeit stiffly. Surface pitting on metal areas and other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1, .303 British ten shot bolt
action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Includes sling rings,
crude leather sling and detachable magazine. Markings include M1944 on left
band, presumably year plus assorted proof marks on barrel, receiver etc. Action
and trigger function reasonably smoothly. One butt plate screw missing. Assorted
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 16318, PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 402, 12Ga 2 3/4" single shot hinge break, w/
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bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight.
Smooth stock and forend with branded plastic butt plate. Hinge action and
trigger function reasonably smoothly. Crack on left front of stock. Some surface
pitting on metal and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.]
serial # 76853, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial numbers on barrel
and receiver. One screw missing on tube to barrel mount. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably smoothly with use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal.] serial # 1749881, PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" single shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver turned brown
gray. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock with checkered pistol and fore grip.
Plastic butt plate. Obviously in well used condition. Hinge, action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Pitting, rusting and other use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 337099, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield Mossberg model Mark II Repeater, .22 LR bolt
action repeater, w/ bbl length 19 1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X banner scope. Smooth
wooden stock with fold down front pistol grip. Plastic butt plate. Sling rings and
sling. Includes one detachable magazine. Rear sight flipped 180 degrees to make
room for scope. Bolt handle is completely surface rusted as is the full right side of
the barrel, obviously owing to poor storage. Gouge in stock on right side above
mag well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required
No Pal Req. air rifle FEG model Telly, 4.5 -.177 single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 15 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, missing rear sight and
fitted with Bushnell no. 4 4 power Scopechief Twentytwo scope. Wooden stock,
no butt plate. Metal button on right side of stock. Front trigger guard bolt non
original and barrel to stock fitment is loose. Action appears to need work. Finish
worn in handling areas, other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 46376,
No PAL required
Three full 50 count boxes of Remington .40 S&W 180 grain MC
Teak speargun made by Riffe including spear with cable, wood stamped 510E 90T
007, appears to be in unused condition
Lucky Duck Combo Pack remote control decoy with original box, canvas pouch
with Red Desert Howler animal call and Knight & Hale duck call plus a vinyl
Cabalas carry-all
Large assortment of fishing gear including three tier tackle box and contents
including a selection of what appear to be new lures, bobbers, fishing pliers,
weights etc. plus a line spooling tool, a bag of assorted fishing line, fishing pliers,
head mount lights, bug repellents, flare kit etc.
Selection of hunting and outdoor supplies including a selection of animal calls, a
Premier buffalo skinning knife, assorted ammo. pouches, gun cleaning kit, ear
plugs, first aid kit. life sized archery targets, vintage leather mitts with liners,
small live animal trap etc. plus a Repella rain suit size XL
Selection of loading equipment including a RCBS 7mm X 57 Mauser die set, a
large assortment of lead including .270, .30 cal., .338, 7mm, 6mm, .22 and .50 cal.
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new 50 count bag of Winchester .338 unprimed shells, two bags of used .223
brass, 20 count 7mm brass, approximately 70 count .30-06 brass, 10 count
package of Nosler Partition HG Hunting Sabots .50cal, plastic box of 20 count
Hornady .50 cal SST High Speed Low drag sabbots plus muzzle loading wads and
accessories etc.
Cannon Powershot A620 7.2 mega pixel camera with original box and manual, a
set of Minolta 8X32 binoculars with case and strap, a LCD dual memory digital
clock timer, two photography manuals, and a Tandy Wood Design alphabet in
original box plus three empty cigar boxes
Selection of hunting wear including Kamik insulator rubber boots size 12, a
Remington camo fleece jacket size XL, a Gander Mountain XL snow camo.
overalls size XL, a pairs of Woods insulated winter mittens, a Crown winter cap
and a Raven Wear camo cap and some wool socks
Selection of outdoor wear including Kamik insulated rubber boots size 13, a
Canada Sportswear oil cloth and wool lined coat size XL, a pair of orange Marks
Work Warehouse size XL coveralls, a camo neck warmer, a camo toque, a pair of
Woods gloves, a Canadian Crown winter hat and a Baretta cap plus a pair of grey
sweat pants
Twelve firearms books and reference guides including "The Modern Rifle", "Black
Powder Handgun", "Safari Guns", " The Accurate Rifle" etc.
Selection of survivalist books and guides including " Maps & Compass',
"Wilderness Route Finder", " The Sas Survival Guide", "Step by Step
Knifemaking", " Cooking Over Coals" etc.
Selection of hunting guides and reference books including "Bugling for Elk", deer
hunting, "Varmit and Small Game Rifes and Cartridges", "Successful Black Bear
Hunting", "Hunting Predators" etc.
Selection of fishing books inlcuding "Guide to Aquatic Trout Foods, " The Masters
of the Dry Fly", "A Fisherman's World", "Fly Fishing Strategies" etc.
Large selection of outdoor activity books and reference guides including
horseback packing, camping, fishing, hunting, bird watching etc. Note: Local
Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Large selection of mostly hunting, fishing books and reference guides. Note: Local
Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Two hard foam lined gun cases including Plano Protector Series double rifle case
and a Gun Guard case . Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Four strips of 10 count .243 Win rounds and a 50 round mag for a Browning BLR.
Selection of reloading ammunition including 74 count of 7mm Rem mag., 76
count of .308 cal., 9 count of .303, 36 count of .25-35 Win., and 22 count box of
.22 Hornet
Selection of shot gun ammunition including a 25 count box of 2 2/4" BB 1 1/4
shot, a 25 count box of 12 ga. 2 3/4" no. 4, a 25 count box of mixed makers 12 ga.
2 3/4" no. 4, a 13 count box of 12 ga. 2 3/4" no. 7. 1/2, a 20 count box of 12 ga. 2
3/4" no. 6, four boxes of 5 count of 12 ga 2 3/4" slugs plus a 54 count loose
mixed 12 ga. 2 3/4" shot gun rounds.
Eleven 25 count boxes of vintage 12 ga. 2 3/4"shot gun ammo. no. 4 including
five boxes of Winchester Premium XX mag., four boxes of Federal Super Magnum
and two boxes of Westcan Magna-Powered ammo.
Selection of 12 ga. 2 3/4" shot gun ammunition including two full 25 count boxes
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of Winchester Xpert no. 5, one box with 23 count of Winchester Xpert no. 5 and a
25 count box of Imperial Magnum no. 5 plus five 25 count boxes of Winchester
Xpert no. 6, one 25 count box of Imperial Magnum no.6, one 25 count box of
Western SuperX no.6 and a 25 count box of mixed makers no. 6
Selection of .22 ammunition including 1250 rounds of Imperial .22 Long HV, and a
400 bag of mixed .22 Long
Selection of reloads including 85 count 9mm in green plastic ammo. box and 71
count in a green ammo. box. plus two containers of 7.62 X 51 including 50 count
green case and 39 count in a blue case
Large selection of assorted brass including approximately 100 count bag of .308,
a 230 count bag of 7 TCU military brass, a 75 count bag of .303 Brit, 70 count bag
of 7.5X55 Swiss Smidt Rubin, 65 count bag of 7mm Rem mag., 70 count of 7X57
Mauser, 22 count of 6.5X55 plus two empty cartridge boxes
Selection of .44 240 gr. SWC bullets including box of 1000 and a box containing
approximately 330 count, 100 count bag of .32 cal .320 dia 160 grain, a 164 count
bag of .322 168 grain bullets, a 24 count box of .45 .452 dia 230 grain bullets and
tube containing 16 count 1 1/2 lbs. blocks of lead plus a selection of brass
including 290 count bag of .44 Rem mag., a 170 count bag of .44 Rem mag. 75
count bag of .44 Special brass, 75 count bag of .44 mag brass, 250 count of .38
special, 94 count of .357 mag, an 18 count bag of 25-06, 32 count bag og .300
Win mag., 34 count of .22-250 Rem.. 45 count of 221 fireball brass, 120 count of
.30-06 brass, a 20 count bag of .308, a 30 count bag of .30-30, a 46 count bag of
.270 Win, a 70 count bag of .243 Win, plastic tube with approximately 400 count
of .223 mag., a 6 1/2 lbs bag of assorted brass and five empty plastic cartridge
cases.
Bell and Carlson Sako A7 Sporter Style standard barrel polymer stock with sling
rings and webbed sling
Three scopes including a Tasco 4X32, a Bushnell 4X custom .22 scope and a Island
King 4X32 Image Moving scope plus a scope mount flashlight plus four boxed sets
of Tasco scope rings and two Smith & Wesson aluminum flashlights.
Metal ammo can with approximately 525 rounds surplus .30 carbine jacketed
ammunition
Metal ammo can with 260 rounds of 7.62X39 124 grain FNJ ammunition attached
to stripper clips in 20 round boxes
Metal ammo can with 240 rounds of 7.62X39 124 grain FNJ ammunition attached
to stripper clips in 20 round boxes
Selection of FN accessories including four magazines, magazine charging guide,
1C4-619 multi tool, two piston rods and one return spring
FN bayonet with scabbard, handle marked L1A3 960-0257 B
FN Fal Starlight Optics mount, no markings seen.
M1 Garand U.S. marked canvas drop bag, a Canadian SMG cleaning kit, M1
carbine sling, oiler and type 2 rear sight and a Glock branded foam lined pistol
case
Royal Scots dress sword with basket hilt and thistle decorated blade marked
Wilkinson Sword made in England, 32" blade and high polished scabbard
Antique curved blade saber marked Mole on both blade and leather and brass
scabbard ( Robert Mole & Sons, Birmingham 1870-1900) made for the Indian
troops, 30" blade
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Antique French Chassepot bayonet model 1866, serial no. 6665 with nonmatching serial numbered scabbard, 22 1/2" blade
Patent 1907 Australian bayonet serial no. 77952 with leather and metal scabbard
Patent 1907 Australian bayonet serial no. 17747 and 60759 with leather and
metal scabbard
Patent 1907 Australian bayonet, no serial no. seen with leather and metal
scabbard
Restricted handgun Colt model King Cobra, .357 Mag six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Branded polymer grips with finger grooves. Visible cylinder ring.
Action, trigger and indexing function well. Cylinder release is has a tendency to
stick in the rear position intermittently. Otherwise only minor use, storage marks
and handling marks.] serial # CK1574, certificate # 19812684, FRT # 17525-3 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Llama model IX D, .45 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Polish blue finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Banded
checkered plastic grips. Markings include proof marks and G2 above left side of
trigger guard, Z in front of right side of trigger guard, GABILONDOY CIA VITORIA
(ESPANA) on right side of slide etc. Rear sight folds flat. Includes one detachable
magazine. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B33064, certificate #
19884058, FRT # 117544-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model Woodsman, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 114mm [Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes one
detachable magazine. Action and trigger function smoothly. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 90597S, certificate # 19884057, FRT # 17448-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Colt model New Service, .45 LC six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 191mm [Blued finish turning gray. Fixed sights. Branded
checkered grips, lanyard ring. Virtually no bluing left, much of it possible
mechanically removed or polished away. Original extractor nut missing. Double
and single action operation reasonably good, cylinder lock up a bit loose. Surface
pitting in some areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 8313,
FRT # 17530-63 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt model New Service, .45 Colt six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 140mm [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed sights.
Branded checkered grips. Lanyard ring. Double and single action trigger
operation function reasonably smoothly, lock up is a bit loose. Approximately
50% of bluing is worn off. Chip on bottom of both sides of the grips. Pitting on
side plate behind cylinder latch. Markings include two line address on top of
barrel, NEW SERVICE COLT on left side of barrels, COLTS NEW SERVICE around
rampant horse on side plate etc. Use, handling and storage marks overall.] serial
# 3374, FRT # 17530-70 PAL required
Restricted handgun Unknown Belgian model Frontier Army, .44-40 six shot
double action revolver, w/ bbl length 122mm [Original nickel plated. Fixed sights.
Checkered grips with branded with script. Lanyard mount but missing ring.
Marked FRONTIER ARMY on top of frame. Trigger does not reset forward after
pulling. Double and single action will function when simulating spring action
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including indexing. Most plating is worn off and other use, handling and storage
marks overall.] serial # HD68766, FRT # 34325-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Hopkins & Allen model XL Bull Dog, .38 S&W five shot double
action revolver, w/ bbl length 125mm [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Checkered
grips. Lanyard ring. Chunk of bottom left grip missing. Markings include name
and date plus XL. BULL DOG, 38CAL. CENTER FIRE on top of frame. Mechanically
needs work. Double action operation functions, indexing inconsistent and lock up
is loose. Hammer will not cock in single action operation. Approximately 70% of
the nickel intact with surface rust in bare areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks.] serial # 4348, FRT # 19890-17 PAL required
Restricted handgun Enfield model MK II, .38 S&W six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 127mm [Black battle finish. Fixed sights. Textured grips. Threaded
for lanyard ring, lanyard ring missing. Markings includes matching serial number
on cylinder, .38, 3 1/2 TONS and proof marks on left rear of barrel, Crown over
BNP on right side of frame etc. Trigger and action function well including hinge
break and eject. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # W5964, FRT # 18888-3
PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Hand Ejector .38 44 Heavy, .38
Special six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 127mm [Blued finish with
fixed sights. Pachmayr rubber grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears
excellent. Grips seem ill fitted leaving a gap at the front. Visible cylinder ring.
Minor holster wear and other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
35210, certificate # 19426361, FRT # 22135-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Charter Arms model Target Bulldog, .357 Mag five shot
double action revolver, w/ bbl length 110mm [Satin finish stainless steel. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered rubber grips with finger
grooves. Mechanically appears excellent. Visible cylinder ring. Use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 1524491, certificate # 19426362, FRT # 128037-6 PAL
required
Two knives including Kukri in leather scabbard with two satellite knives, a stag
handled Bowie knife in leather scabbard and an Enfield no. 4 spike bayonet in
metal scabbard
Chrome plated Perfecta starter pistol made in Germany, note missing some
pieces of plastic grips, appears non-working plus a Daisy model 111 B lever action
BB gun
Interesting heavy weighted spear or lance with long double edged blade full
length stiffening ridge on both sides, small wooden handle section and full length
metal tail, blade is 38" and tail metal to metal is 34", overall 75" in length
Two medium sized African spears, one with weighted tail, 16" and 17" blades and
overall lengths 72" and 53".
Two small African throwing spears, both with hand hammered tips, one light
weight with little decoration, metal tip to tip is 12" and overall length 62" plus a
weighed and decorative spear presumably for larger game, full length on metal
17" and overall length is 49 1/2"
Appears to be genuine African spear with hand hammered blade including cubed
adornment, no markings founds, full length metal end to end is 20" and overall
length is 79"
Antique British Pattern Enfield socket bayonet with scabbard marked F. Preston
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Manchester 1123
A sheathed short sword with Celtic style blade marked but hard to read including
Birmingham, England, 15" blade and 21" overall length and an antique English
Pattern 1821 calvary sword with 35 1/2" blade and overall length 41"
Shop made machete with 17 1/4" blade, horn handle and leather scabbard and a
17 1/2" narrow short sword with horn hilt and wood and horn sheath
Selection of knives and hatchets including a Swedish made Normark Hunter's
skinning axe in leather sheath, a vintage unmarked pick axe, a replica Hudson's
Bay style tomahawk, a brass and steel shop made knife and two machetes
including a Chinese made
Three antique axes including broad axe marked L & I J. White 1837 Buffalo, New
York, unmarked pick axe and an unmarked billhook
Three antique axes including axe marked Cambre SXXX, and a purportedly Fort
Chipewan antique axe circa 1900 and an unmarked pick axe
Three vintage humane metal cage style rodent traps and a leg hold trap
converted to a wall clock
Small crucible and 32-165 caliber bullet mold
Ducks Unlimited composition goose on plinth circa 1992-1993, 17 1/2" in height
Two Ducks Unlimited pieces including carved wooden decoy by Robert Carpriole
and numbered 187 circa 1991 and a small wooden side table with deer motif top.
Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Selection of western themed collectibles including large powder horn, set of
unmarked nickel plates spurs, saddle theme shoehorn, a replica confederate hat
and a lariat rope
Selection of assorted Enfield stocks and a 12 ga. 18" shotgun barrel, fitment not
confirmed.
New in package five round SKS magazine made by Tapco Intrafuse, a Lee Enfield
bolt and trigger guard plus a Mauser K98 bolt, action and sling
Selection of ammo. and brass including two full 20 count boxes of Norma 7.7 X
58 Jap ammunition reloads, full 20 count box of Norma 6.5 Carcano 156 grain
soft point ammunition and a small selection of collector ammo. plus
approximately 38 rounds of .43 Remington Spanish ammo., approximately 70
rounds of .30-06 brass only, and approx. 75 rounds of 8mm Mauser brass.
Wooden case with approximately 960 rounds of 7.62X39 ammo. in 20 count
boxes. Box marked 7.62x43
Homemade ammo. collector board with assortment of center fire and rim fire
shells and cartridges plus an empty military shell with markings including 1942,
2PR NO2 RM/C etc. Note: PAL REQUIRED AND AMMO. SHIPPING RULES APPLY
Selection of firearm parts including receivers and two stocks. NOTE: PAL
REQUIRED
Selection of firearms parts including receivers, trigger groups, bolts etc. NOTE:
PAL REQUIRED
Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms 50 count box of .38 short rim fire
ammunition
A CIL box containing 20 count loads of .405 Win which are not original to the box,
a vintage Western box containing 10 rounds and 6 empty cartridges of .38-55 all
not necessarily original to the box, and a vintage UMC .303 caliber box containing
19 rounds, assorted maker
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Full 50 count box of Remington Kleanbore .35 Win self loading 180 grain, plus 17
count in Kleanbore box of the same.
Selection of 25-20 ammunition including 39 rounds in two Dominion boxes of 86
grain and 45 rounds loose in a baggy
Selection of .30 cal. vintage ammunition including 10 count box of Winchester
Army soft point, an 8 count box of Dominion 170 grain and 19 count box of
Dominion 170 grain
Selection of .30-06 ammunition including Federal box containing approximately
15 rounds, a bag containing approximately 25 rounds of assorted brands and a
full 20 count box of vintage Western Super-X 180 grain.
Stack-On brand green eight gun locker with two keys, 17" Wide x 11" Deep. Note:
Local Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Selection of ammunition including full 400 count box of American Eagle .22 LR,
350 rounds of CCI .22 short, two full 50 count boxes of Imperial .22 LR, full 25
count box of Imperial .410 3" shot shells, selection of 177 cal pellets, trigger lock
with key and Buckridge 4X20mm rimfire scope, appears new in box
No Pal Req. R.F Sedgley Inc. model Mark IV Signal Pistol, single shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 8" [Black finish. Heavy synthetic pistol grip marked USN. Other
markings include PA1.A-22-32 on left side of frame. Serial n. 18326 on inside of
frame and serial no. 16682 on barrel lug. Name and model marked on left side of
barrel. Possibly incorrect release mechanism. Trigger and firing pin appear to
function. Finish is worn in use and handling areas, other use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # 18326, No PAL required
Antique handgun J.R. Cooper model PepperBox, .38 cal six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 50mm [Blued finish almost worn away. No sights. Smooth
hardwood grips. Engraved frame and backstrap. Trigger and indexing operation
appear consistent albeit a bit loose. Includes original fitted wooden box with
green liner containing small flask, ramrod, cleaning rod and nipple tool.] serial #
KD13502, No PAL required
Antique handgun Baker model Percussion Pistol, .52 Perc single shot w/ bbl
length 4" [Blued Damascus octagonal barrel turning brown. Single bead front
sight. Burled stock with checkered grip. White metal trigger guard and accent
pieces. Lock is hand engraved with scroll work and BAKER. Proof marks under
barrel. Half cock, cock and trigger function well, however hammer spring broken
or disconnected. Stock is cracked through on both sides, missing one trigger
guard screw, bottom of grip has small storage compartment, appears to be
missing lid. Old pin repairs. Appears to be original patina. Age appropriate use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, No PAL required
Antique handgun HW Mortimer & Son model Flintlock Pistol, .68 Cal single shot
w/ bbl length 8 1/2" [Blued barrel turned brown gray. No sights. Smooth wooden
stock with brass accents. Includes ram rod. Markings include serial number and
HM under crown plus other proof marks under barrel. HW MORTIMER & SON
LONDON GUNMAKERS TO HIS MAJESTY on top of barrel. HW MORTIMER & SON
on lock. Trigger and hammer operation appear to function quite well. Virtually no
bluing intact. Age appropriate pitting and marks on wood and metal.] serial #
1213, No PAL required
Antique handgun British G.R model Tower Flintlock Pistol, .60 Cal single shot w/
bbl length 8 1/2" [White metal barrel, no sights. Smooth wooden stock. Brass
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trigger guard, grip base and other accents. Markings include HN and random
marks under barrel, TOWER and a crown over GR on lock and proof marks on top
of barrel. Half cock, cock and trigger operation function quite well. Unclear if
barrel was originally blued and worn or not. Use, handling and storage marks.]
serial # NIL, No PAL required
Antique handgun Unknown model Percussion Pistol, .46 Perc single shot muzzle
loading, w/ bbl length 3 1/3" [Blued barrel and receiver. No sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Action and trigger function reasonably well. Expected corrosion
around nipple area. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # PD13, No PAL required
Antique handgun Colt model 1851, .32 Perc six shot single action, w/ bbl length
4" [Blued barrel, cylinder and frame turning brown gray. Brass back strap and
trigger guard. Matching numbers on barrel, frame and trigger guard. Nonmatching 89822 on back strap. Poor condition. Hammer and trigger do function
and cylinder indexes occasionally. Tooling marks and corrosion plus other use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # 233046, No PAL required
Antique handgun Smith & Wesson model Tip Up model 2, .32 RF six shot single
action, w/ bbl length 6" [Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Single line address on top of octagonal barrel. Patent information
around center of non fluted cylinder. Hammer and trigger operation including
cylinder indexing work consistently and reliably. Lock up slightly loose. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 51242, No PAL required
Antique handgun Unknown model Lefaucheux Type, 11mm Pinfire six shot
double action revolver, w/ bbl length 6 1/3" [Blued barrel, frame and cylinder
turning brown gray. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Serial no. under left
side of grip. Lanyard ring. Trigger return spring broken or otherwise not
functioning. Otherwise trigger, action and indexing appear to be working. Most
bluing worn leaving appropriate patina. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal.] serial # ED15649, No PAL required
Antique handgun Unknown model Tip Up, .32 RF six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 5" [Nickel plated with fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Lock for hinge
mechanism is missing. Hammer, trigger and indexing appear to function. Mostly
plating intact, with some missing and corrosion in front of cylinders and rear of
barrel. Matching serial number on frame and barrel. Use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 5972, No PAL required
Antique handgun Hopkins & Allen model Ranger No 2, .32 RF five shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 2 3/4" [White metal finish. Fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Serial no. under left side of grip. Frame, barrel and cylinder with
deeply engraved scrollwork. Hammer, trigger and indexing work surprisingly well.
Worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial #
14783, No PAL required
Antique handgun Guardian model 1878, 7.62mm Pinfire six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 2 3/4" [Blued finish with fixed sights. Smooth wooden
grips. Markings include THE GUARDIAN AMERICAN MODEL OF 1878 plus proof
marks M, ELG in crown over circle etc. around non-fluted cylinder. Matching
serial numbers found on cylinder, octagonal barrel lug, frame, folding trigger and
hammer plus other proof marks in assorted areas. Double and single action
trigger operate reasonably well. Cylinder indexing work 50% of the time. Old
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repair to ejection rod and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 11, No
PAL required
2014 Ford E350 van with 5.4 ltr engine, automatic transmission, A/C, Cruise,
Am/Fm/CD, power windows, power locks, 214633 kms, Vin 1FTSS3EL7EDB02872,
fitted with ProCam Everest HP 650 pressure vacuum cleaning system with 1724
hours, note engine on ProCam runs very well, pressure pump system does not
appear to be working. Unit was winterized, van also fitted with tanks to
compliment cleaning system. Van runs and drives well.
Selection of Injectidry Systems and Drieaz hose, including hoses, connectors,
duffle bags etc.
Selection of new brake parts including four set of Napa brake pads; PF-8528-X,
PF-8529-X, PF-7259B-M, PF-7875-X plus four certified disc brake rotors including;
two 113-8516-8 and two 113-8515-0
Selection of power cleaning equipment including Rotovac powerwand ( appears
to be working), Hydroforce SX14 floor cleaning with length of pressure hose (
appears to be working), Cleanmaster CMX-20 rotary jet extractor and length of
pressure hose ( appears to be working) Cimex floor cleaning unit with partial box
of pads (appears to be working). Plus a selection of non-working or incomplete
parts only pieces including two Cimex floor cleaning units, Rotovac power wand
etc.
Selection of pressure vacuum wands for carpet cleaning including three Zipper
brand walk behind wands; serial nos. 00223-13, 02209-13 and 01052-15 plus
selection of parts and hoses.
Selection of professional Prochem cleaning supplies including two 1 gallon jugs of
Citrus Pro, 1 gallon of Urine Rescue, 1 gallon of Olefin Pro-Clean, a 5 gallon of
Heatwave etc.
Selection of Prochem cleaning supplies including two gallons of Citrus Pro, one
gallon of Olefin Preclean, four gallons of Dry Slurry, one gallon of Power Solvent
etc.
Selection of Prochem cleaning supplies including three gallons of Citrus Pro, five
gallons of Dry Slurry etc.
Selection of cleaning supplies including five gallon pail of Prochem Dry Slurry (
appears full), Kleenrite Clenz five gallon pail of 80% full, five gallon pail of Resolde
Dustbane 80% full, and a tub of Ultra-Oxy
Five hardcover military reference books including Weapons & Equipmwent of the
Napoleonic Wars, A Collector's Guide to Swords, Daggars and Cutlasses,
Weapons of the Vietnam War, The Directory of World's Weapons and The
Encyclopedia of the World's Warships
Five hardcover WWII reference books including Hitler's Generals, Hitler's
Luftwaffe, Stuka-Pilot; Hans Ulrich Rudel, German Fighter Ace hans-Joachim
Marseille and The Best of Signal; Hitler's Wartime Magazine
Five World War II history hardcover reference books including The World War II
Album, Aircrafts of the Luftwaffe Fighter Aces I, Fighter Aces of the Luftwaffe,
Aircraft of of the Luftweaffer Fighter Aces II plus World War II and World War II;
A Visual Encyclopedia
Four Military Aircraft reference books including two volumes of Airwar by
Edward Jablonski, Phillips The Glory of Flight and The Encyclopedia of World
Military Aircraft
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Eight hardcover volume set of books "Men-At-Arms" including Ancient Armies of
the Middle East, Rome's Enemies: Germanic and Dacians, Medieval European
Armies, Byzantine Armies886-1118, Austrian Army of the Napoleonic Wars (I):
Infantry, Napoleon's Marshalls, The Conquistadores and The Venetian Army
1200-1670
Six Warfare books including Delbruck; Medieval Warfare, The Dawn of Modern
Warfare, Warfare in Antiquity amd The Barbarian Invasions plus two hardcover
books by R.G. Grant including Battle and Warrior
Selection of hardcover books including three volume set Pax Britannica by James
Morris including Heaven's Command, Pax Britannica and Farewell The Trumpets
plus two soft cover books 1812 Napoleon's Russian Campaign and Swords
Around a Throne; Napoleon's Grande Armee
Six hardcover Army tank reference guides including Panzer Colors, Inside the
Great Tanks, Encyclopedia of German Tanks, Tigers in Combat I, Tigers in Combat
II and The World's Greatest Tanks
Five hardcover naval history reference books including German Cruisers of World
War Two, Aircraft Carriers, Naval Gun, Battleships and The History of the U.S.
Marines
A History of England series of five hardcover books including Anglo-Saxon
England, Early Medieval England, England in the Later Middle Ages, England
Under the Tudors, and England under the Stuarts all published by the Folio
Society plus a volume of The Fall of Napoleon by David Hamilton-Willams and
The History Today Companion to British History by Juliet Gardiner and Neil
Wenborn
Two hardcover volumes including Chronicle of the 20th century and Chronicle of
the World by Longman Chronicle
Selection of hardcover books including The War for Africa, Blood, Tears and
Folly,; An objective look at World War II, Four volumes of The War in Pictures (
3,4,5,6), Flashpoint!; At the Front of Today's Wars, The Middle East Conflicts;
From 1945 to the Present, and Action in the Pacific
Selection of hardcover and soft cover military books including In Mortal Combat
Korea, 1950-1953, The Korean Ward, Victory at Sea; World War ll in the Pacific,
Guadal-The Definitive Account of the Landmark Battle Canal, Operation
Barbarossa in photographs, The LostShips of Guardalcanal and the History of the
Vietnam War
Four binders of The Gatefold Books including World's Greatest including
Warplanes, World War II Warplanes, Tanks, and Warships
Selection of hardcover books including Battles of the Medieval World 1000-1500,
Waterloo; New Prospective, The Last Battle; The Classic History of the Battle for
Berlin, 100 Decisive Battles from Ancient times to the present and Great Battles
of World War II
Framed print of wolves, no artist signature seen. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not
available for shipping
Framed limited edition print titled Den Mother-Wolf Family pencil signed by
artist Carl Brenders, 1746/25000. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not available for
shipping
Selection of factory and reload ammo. including factory full 20 count box of
Winchester .300 WSM 150 grain ballistic silvertip, full 25 count box of Hornady
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.22 Hornet 35 grain V-Max, full 25 count box of Hornady .17 hornet 20 grain VMax, 15 rounds of .22 hornet. Reloads including 36 rounds of 6mm rem and 20
rounds of .300 win mag.
Selection of reloading supplies and brass including box of Lee powder measure
scopes, RCBS case master gauging tool no. 87310, dies including three piece Lee
277 Roberts, two piece Lee 204 Ruger, two piece Lee 221 Fireball, three piece Lee
.17 Hornet, RCBS Primer pocket sagger combo. no. 9495, two piece RCBS .17 Rem
fireball and RCBS no. 9440 bullet puller plus selection of brass including 300 H&H
Mag, .22 Hornet etc.
Selection of shooting accessories including a sight vise, Lyman case gauge, two
tri-pods, shot gun bandoleer, selection of cable and trigger locks, Case-Gard
pistol case etc.
Boxed Diatest bore gauge with diameter range .380-.830
Boxed Harteprufer Sklerograf hardness tester
Three boxed Swiss made Tesa outside micrometres including 1"-2", 2"-3" and 3"4"
Boxed Diatest bore gauge with collets, bore measuring range .165-.394" and a
boxed Fowler bore gauge, range 1 /38"-2 3/8"
Boxed Diatest bore gauge ranging .164-.394 and a Fowler bore gauge, range 1
3/4"-2 3/8"
Boxed Diatest bore gauge ranging .165-.394 and a Doall bore gauge, ranges 1
3/8"-2 3/8'
Hilger & Watts inclinometer and a Diatest bore gauge ranging .057-.069
Boxed Diatest bore gauge ranging .822-1.13, note missing rings 44, 45 and 46
plus a Hilger & Watts Inclinometer and a Brown Sharpe dial gauge
Three boxed outside micrometres including two Polish made VIS brand 0-1" and
1"-2" and a Swiss made Etalon 2"-3"
Full buffalo skull with attached horns, 27" at it's widest point. Note: Local Pickup
Only. Not available for shipping
Longhorn skull with attached horns, 31 1/2" at it's widest point. Note: Local
Pickup Only. Not available for shipping
Set of musk ox horns, 26" wide
Three Chris Olsen Ducks Unlimited carved pheasants, including two on wooden
plinths, Grouse is 12"
Two Ducks Unlimited carved wooden decoys including a Canvasback Duck signed
Tom Taber, 18" in length and an unsigned White fronted goose
Selection of duck and decoys including signed wood carved "Ruddy Duck" by
David R. Jackson 10 1/2" in length plus two smaller wooden ducks and a cast
plaster duck
Fiberglass replica of a walleye 29" in length. Note: Local Pickup Only. Not
available for shipping
Two Ducks Unlimited Fountain Creek Productions cast plaster sculptures with
bronze finish including "Splendid Silence" 16" in length and " Old Warrior" 12"
high, both on wooden plinths plus a limited edition "Pine Johnson and his
shadow Ole Brown" by Largo 13 1/12" in height 4722/500. Note each of these
sculptures has had slight damage or repair
Two wooden ship's wheels including a 24" and a 30"
Horse collar converted to wall mirror and a ceramic cow skull . Note: Local Pickup
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Only. Not available for shipping
Ducks Unlimited canvas folding chair with wooden frame and a child's matching
chair
Swedish Mauser bayonet marked 718 on blade and EJ and anchor plus AB on
other side and a metal scabbard marked 1 over 1.3 no. 173 plus webbed belt
holster
Selection of copper and pewter including Carson Felport plates, metal spoons,
lidded pot stamped GBW etc. Purportedly purchased as movie props from The
Revenant and Lewis and Clark movie from a 2015 Calgary Auction
Four vintage straight razors, a Burys & Co. Sheffield England knife with fold over
handle, four leather wallets etc.
Four foam rubber flint lock rifle replicas purportedly purchased as movie props
from The Revenant and Lewis and Clark movie from a 2015 Calgary Auction
Selection of .30-06 ammunition including six 20 count boxes including two
Imperial 220 grain KKSP, one Imperial 150 grain PSP, two Remington 180 grain
soft point, one Winchester 180 grain soft point plus a box containing 15 rounds
of Winchester 150 grain powerpoint, a Remington box with 20 rounds of spent
brass and a clear screw container with 27 assorted rounds.
Nineteen full 25 count boxes of Sellier & Bellot .25 automatic ammo., two boxes
of Remington .32 auto 71 grain including full 50 count box and a partial box
containing 26 rounds plus a small box containing 10 count of 7.65 brass
Selection of .338 Win mag including four full 20 count Winchester boxes, seems
to be some reloads and some factory, a box with 12 count rounds what appear to
be reloads plus 20 spent cases
Selection of .338 Win mag. rifle ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of
Winchester 200 grain power point, one full 20 count box of Federal Premium
Safari 210 grain Nosler Partition , a Federal box with 17 rounds of 250 grain
Nosler Partition, a Winchester box containing 15 rounds of 200 grain power point
plus two unidentified round and three brass and a Winchester 20 count box of
just brass
Restricted handgun Browning model Black Label 1911, .380 Auto eight shots semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 108mm [Satin black finish. Fixed sights. Checkered
plastic grips. Checkered back and fore strap. Skeletonized hammer and trigger.
Mechanically appears excellent. Includes seven detachable mags. Minor use,
handling and storage marks] serial # 51HZH01011, certificate # 19426356, FRT #
151411-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Dan Wesson model 15-2, .357 mag six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 108mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sight. Rubber grips. Action, trigger and index function smoothly.
Has cylinder ring and moderate scratches on metal. Use, handling and storage
marks] serial # B005298, PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 617-6, .22 LR ten shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Branded rubber grips with finger grooves. Mechanically appears excellent.
Was not cleaned after last use. Includes branded foam lined hard case. Visible
cylinder ring and otherwise shows signs of light use with minor use, handling and
storage marks.] serial # CXE9606, certificate # 18775655, PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 9, 9mm ten shot semi
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automatic, w/ bbl length 108mm [Black Armornite finish slide and polymer
frame. Fixed sights. Textured grips. Rail for flashlight or laser mount. Includes
three different shaped back straps, two detachable ten round magazines. Foam
lined branded plastic case and lock. Appears to have had very little use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # HDS3025, certificate #
18821421, PAL required
Red plastic ammo. case with 46 rounds of .300 Win mag reloads and four empty
brass plus a bundle of ten count .300 win mag rounds
Three full 50 count boxes of Fiocchi .450 Corto lead bullet ammunition
Two full 50 count boxes of Fiocchi .450 Corto lead bullet ammunition
Two full 50 count boxes of ammunition including Fiocchi .455 MK II 262 grain LRN
and American Eagle .44 Rem mag 240 grain jacketed hollowpoint
Three small soft cases, could be used for small bow or take down rifles plus a
nylon camo. style arrow quiver
Rohm 6mm pyrotechnique pistol including approximately 30 blanks and 35 air
banger cartridges
Hornady pistol safe with two keys, a small Colt pocket book a green 511 pistol
case and a leather scabbard suitable for Mare's leg style firearms
Green soapstone carving of bear paw print signed by artist Leo Arcand 2015, 8" in
height
Hudson's Bay four point wool blanket made in England, note 4 points equal
double size
Silver coloured composition wall mount stag head, 19" in height
Selection of 12 ga. shot gun shells including six full 25 count boxes and a partial
19 round box of S&W 2 3/4" no.8, a CIL box with approximately 24 assorted 12ga
2 3/4" shells and a full 25 count box of CIL 2 3/4" no. 2
Bushnell Spacemaster 45X spotting scope with camouflage finish includes tri-pod
and soft case.
Two boxes containing 12 each of 1lb. bags of Ka-Boom binary explosive target, 24
bags in total. PAL REQUIRED
Selection of firearms items including peep sight, a hand pigeon thrower, a
Bushnell Equinox Z model 260150 night vision monocular, working at time of
cataloguing, plus a canvas satchel, cartridge cases, books etc.
Five soft rifle cases including one embroidered Ruger 10/22
Four full 20 count boxes of .270 reloads, two factory cardboard and two plastic
cases containing 51 count total rounds of brass
Selection of ammunition including 31 rounds of .25 caliber Stevens rimfire, a full
50 count box of Federal .22 LR 40 grain, 35 rounds of .22 LR in plastic case, a full
50 count box of CIL .22 short and box with 17 count rounds of Dominion 243
Winchester 100 grain PSP
Five Western Super-X boxes, two containing 20 count each of .338 Winchester
Magnum reloads, and three containing 45 total count of used brass
Selection of factory .308 ammunition including three full 20 count boxes of
Fiocchi .308 Win 150 grain FMJ, one 20 count box of Winchester .308 Win 168
grain hollow point boattail match, one 20 count box of Fusion .308 Win 165 grain
and a 20 count box of .308 Win FMJ 145 grain
Selection of .38-40 factory ammunition including vintage 50 count box of
Dominion Super-Clean smokeless soft point 180 grain, a vintage 20 count box of
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Dominion Super-Clean .38-40 Winchester SP 180 grain, a 50 count box of .38-40
Winchester Super-X 180 grain soft point and a Winchester Western 50 count box
with assorted .38-40 Win factory loads
Selection of .270 cal lead and brass including two 50 count boxes of Speer 150
grain .277 dia. bullets, an approximately 80 count box of Nosler 100 grain .277
dia. bullets, a 100 count box of Winchester .277dia. 130 grain bullets, a 30 count
box of Nosler Ballistic tip 140 grain .277dia plus a 116 .270 WSM brass
Selection of factory .38 Special ammunition including four 50 count boxes of
Federal high velocity plus P 158 grain semi wad cutter hollow point, one 50 count
box of Winchester .38 Special 158 grain hollow point and a box of PMC 50 count
box of .38 Special 158 grain lead bullet
Six boxes 50 count boxes of Federal .38 Special Plus P 158 grain semi wad cutter
hollow point
Selection of factory .44-40 Win ammunition including 50 count box of Winchester
Super-X 200 grain soft point, a 48 box of Remington 200 grain soft point and a 30
count box of Black Hill's Ammunition 200 grain RNFP
Selection of factory .25-20 Win ammunition including 50 count box of Winchester
Super-X 86 grain soft point, a 50 count of Winchester Western 85 grain soft
point, a 50 count box of Remington 86 grain soft point, a 20 count box of Imperial
86 grain soft point, a plastic ammo. box containing 32 count factory loads and a
plastic container with 9 rounds and three brass
Selection of .45 Colt factory ammunition including Tellier & Bellot Wild West
cowboy action ammunition .45 LC 250 grain lead flat nose and a 50 count box of
Remington .45 Colt 225 grain semi wad cutter.
Selection of .32 Win Special factory ammunition including vintage 20 count box
of Dominion 170 grain SP, three 20 count boxes of Federal Power-shok 170 grain
soft point FN and a 15 count box of Federal 170 grain soft point FN
Selection of .303 Brit ammunition including vintage 20 count box of Dominion
180 grain KKSP, a 20 count box of Winchester 180 grain Power point SP, a
Remington box 20 count of mixed .303 rounds , Winchester box with 16 count 18
grain Power point and a Dominion box with 15 count 180 grain CPE
Four boxed loading dies including RCBS .300 Weatherby, RCBS .45 ACP, a Lee .223
Remington and Hornady .340 Weatherby Mag.
Selection of .375 cal H&H reloads including plastic ammo. box with 22 count of
260 grain bullet 71.2 gr, pwd, a plastic ammo. box with 16 count of 220 grain
bullet with 75 gr. pwd., a plastic ammo. box with 10 count of 300 grain bullet,
70.5 gr pwd.
Selection of loading equipment including three 50 count boxes of Hornady .375
cal. .375 dia. 300 grain RN bullets, a 50 count box of Nosler Partition .375 cal. 375
cal 260 grain, a 41 count box of Hornady .375 cal .375 dia 270 grain SPRP, a 21
count box of Hornday .375 cal. .375 grain BTSP, a 16 count box of Hornady .375,
.375 dia. 220 grain FP, a 24 count box of Speer .375 cal,.375 dia. 235 grain HCSp
plus .32 count bag of .375 H&H magnum unprimed cases anda RCBS dies for .375
H&H Mag
Selection of lead and brass including a 100 count box of Sierra .303 cal. .311 dia.
150 grain spitzer bullets, a 100 count box of Sierra .303 cal .311 dia. 180 grain
spitzer and a 30 count bag of .303 British unprimed shell casing
Wooden rifle stock, unknown fitment and a leather pistol holster, also unknown
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fitment
Insignia flat screen television model NS 32D10 NA15 with swivel wall mount and
remote, note no base, working at time of cataloguing
Oak rack, a metal strong box no key, a fishing basket, bore brushes, handmade
rifle rack etc.
Pair of men's large Remington white camo. pants, XL Wind River Outfitting vest
and a Reebok cap
Size Large Gamehide Mossy oak pants with XL hooded jacket and a Raven Wear
cap
Pair of men's large Realtree camo. pants, a pair of XL Silent Hide camo. bibs, a
green vest and an orange hunting cap
Size large camouflage Body Armor, fragmentation protective vest
Five full 50 count boxes of 9X18mm 94 grain flat nose ammo. and four full 16
count boxes of 9 mm Swiss Scafe pistolenpatronen no. 41
Five full 20 count boxes of Remington 30-06 Springfield 150 grain MC and two
M1 Garand clips with 8 rounds each
Five full 20 count boxes of Remington 30-06 Springfield 150 grain MC and two
M1 Garand clips with 8 rounds each
500 round brick of .22 LR ball ammo. marked Property of D.N.D and ten full 50
count boxes of Sellier & Bellot .22 LR SB standard 40 grain ammo.
Six full 50 count boxes of Winchester .38 Spcl. "Ranger Match" 148 grain full wad
cutter ammo. marked R.C.M.Police
Full 50 count box of vintage original sealed box of Dominion .38 Colt Automatic
ammo.
Selection of ammo. including 20 rounds of grenade launcher cartridges, a full 50
count box of Western X .38 automatic 130 grain FMC, full 50 count box
Remington .38 Super 130 grain MC and a full 20 count box of Dominion 30-40
Krag Sp. 180 grain
Two Mac 10 .45 ACP mags, one HK USP .45 ACP mag. approximately .45 LC once
fired brass and a full 50 count box of Blazer .45 ACP 230 grain TMJ CF ammo.
A Thompson Contender barrel .22 LR 255 mm with fixed front sights and rail for
optic
Thompson Contender barrel 32-20 Win, 253mm with fixed front and adjustable
rear sights.
Thompson Contender barrel 7mm T/CU, 254mm with fixed front and adjustable
rear sights.
Competition 911 barrel .357 Sig., approximately 134 mm with compensator
Two bullet molds including Lee no. 90266 in .515 dia. 500 grain and Lyman no.
515141BV 087 . marked by consignor 152 diam. but part number indicates .515
diam. 425 grain
Magazine marked by consignor Sako 85 short action magnum
Two Remington 783 magnum box magazines.
Selection of AR style parts including forends, BFT battle link, two universal fit bipods, bayonet adapter, AK 47 folding stock adapter, Armolite owner's manual for
AR 10 etc.
Selection of accessories including Dragon Gear range bag, selection of holsters,
mag pouches, cup case, a complaint department hand grenade, .223 magazines,
Star 9mm pistol mag, five Smith & Wesson model 10 speed loaders etc.
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .30 W.C.F Missing Tube lever action,
w/ bbl length 20" [Parts or project gun. Most bluing worn. Trigger group and
hammer missing. Butt plate and tube are missing. Bid on what you can see only.]
serial # 507035, PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle & shotgun Simson and a Higgins .22 LR and a 20 ga. bolt
actions, w/ bbl length 23 3/4" and 26" [Two parts guns including J.C. Higgins
model 583.3 shotgun, appears mostly complete. Screws are replaced, stock has
been stripped. Most bluing missing, possibly a functioning gun. Have inspected
before use. Plus a Simson & Co. .22 bolt action, missing bolt, most bluing worn,
cracks in wooden stock. See photos] serial # 82355 and NIL, PAL required
Non-Restricted three rifles Savage, Norinco, Remingtn model assorted, 22LR and
.30-06 pump actions, [Three parts gun including Savage .22 LR with octagonal
barrel, action cycles, trigger and hammer function. No loading gate and other
parts likely missing. Norinco EM 321 .22 LR missing parts and non functional and
a Remington Woodsmaster model 742, .30-06, several missing parts. Action and
trigger not functioning. Bid on what you can see in photos only.] serial # 142572,
90004189, 177501, PAL required
Selection of rifle stocks and barrels, unknown fitment. PAL REQUIRED
Twenty four 100 count boxes of CCI .22 CV Long ammunition in a metal ammo.
box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Sportco Superfast .22 High Velocity ammunition in
metal ammo. box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
in metal ammo. box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
in metal ammo. box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
in metal ammo. box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Sportco Superfast .22 High Velocity ammunition in
metal ammo. box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
in metal ammunition box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Sportco Superfast .22 High Velocity ammunition in
metal ammo. box
Twenty four 100 count boxes of CCI .22 CV Long ammunition in a metal ammo.
box
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat .22 High velocity ammunition
Forty eight 50 count boxes of Sportco Superfast .22 High Velocity ammunition
Selection of .22 ammunition including ten 50 count boxes of Winchester Wildcat,
eight 50 count boxes of Sportco Superfast, six 50 count boxes of Winchester
SuperX, two 100 count boxes of CCI, two 500 count boxes of Winchester
Dynapoint, one 193 count box of Federal and one 95 count box of Remington
Metal ammunition box containing 182 count rounds of .30-06, not confirmed if
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factory or reloads
Metal ammo. box containing 3300 count of Winchester small rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 2900 count of PMC large rifle Berdan primers, 400
count of .50 cal BMG primers and 700 count of Winchester small rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 5000 count of Remington large rifle primers and
2200 count of Winchester large rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 1400 count Winchester small rifle primers, 3200
count of Remington large rifle primer and 1100 count of Remington small rifle
primers
Metal ammo. box containing 1800 count of Winchester large rifle primers, 4900
count of BR small rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 6100 count of small rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 5000 count of Remington large rifle primers, 1000
count of large rifle Berdan primers, 200 count of Winchester large rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 6000 count of Remington BR small rifle primers and
600 count of Winchester small rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 5000 count of PMC large rifle Berdan primers
Metal ammo. box containing 6000 count of CCI BR large rifle primers and 800
count of Winchester large rifle primers
Metal ammo. box containing 900 count of Federal small rifle match primers, 600
count of Winchester small rifle primers, 1000 count of PMC large rifle Berdan
primers and 2000 count no. 7 1/2 Remington small rifle bench rest primers
Full 8 lbs. jug of Hodgdon Lil' Gun shot gun powder
Full 8 lbs. jug of Hodgdon Lil' Gun shot gun powder
Full 8 lbs. jug of Hodgdon Lil' Gun shot gun powder
Full 8 lbs. jug of Hogdon H4895 rifle powder
Jug containing 7.2 lbs of Hogdon H1000 rifle powder
Jug containing 7.2 lbs of Hogdon H4831SC rifle powder
Jug containing 6.8lbs. of Hogdon H4895 rifle powder
Jug containing 8.4 lbs of Vihtavuori N140 smokeless powder
Two jugs containing 9.8 lbs total weight of Vihtavuori N140 smokeless powder
Ten 1 lbs. containers of Hogdon H4350 rifle powder
Nine 1 lbs containers of Alliant Powder reloader 15 smokeless medium rifle
powder
Selection of rifle powder including five 1 lbs containers of Alliant Power reloader
22 smokeless magnum rifle powder, 1lb jug of Alliant reloader 10 smokeless
small bore rifle powder, 1 lbs of Alliant Powder reloader 17 smokeless powder for
short magnum rifle, 1/2 lbs container of Alliant Powder reloader 22 smokeless
magnum rifle powder, a 1/2 lbs container of Hogdon H4831 rifle powder, a 1/2
lbs. container of Hogdon H4350 rifle powder and a 1 lbs. box Hogdon
Xperimental pack of Light Varmint with four different powders including H322,
Benchmark, H335 and Varget
Five reamers including 7mm UNI PTG 1/08, 6.5 Throater PTG 11/12, .264 DNI PTG
9/06, .22 LR FIN (B) Clymer and 22 LR RGH (B) Clymer, most appear new or near
new
Four assorted Reamers including 224529 22 CF UNI Throater RTG 0705, 30 cal
Throater PTG 5/10, 30 cal UNI PTG 02/08 712693 and 6.5mm Throater PTG 1/10,
appear to be new or near new
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Five bolt face truing cutters including .308 no. 196742 PPC, no. 413782, Rigby no.
639274, .223 Truing cutter 790524 and 30/30 bolt face cutter PTG 2/07, appear
to be in new or near new condition
Eight cutters including 665761 NO. 1 11 degree CROWN PTG 9/06, NO. 3 60
degree CENTER PTG 10/06 732793, 726909 NO.2 60 degree CENTER PTG 11/06,
NO.1 705 C-BORE PTG 11/06 753187, NO.3 60 degree CENTER PTG 7/04 732793,
NO. 1 60 degree CENTER PTG 10/06 706S786, NO. 3 11 degree CROWN PTG 2/07
684575 and .17 CAL 11 degree CROWN PTG 7.05, all appear new or near new
Large selection of reamers, T handles, go no go gauge etc.
Approximately 18 count headspace gauges including 6.5X55 Swedish Mauser,
6.5X47 Lapua, .30-06, .22 Rem, 6mm XC, 6.5 TCU, 22-250, 6.5X55 Manson etc.
Four reamers including 308 MATCH FIN PTG 6/05 743816, 22-250 REM ACK FIN
PTG 8/05 667186, 223 FIN PTG 10/05 402097 and 6.5/284 FIN PTG 5/11 F01062
Seven range rods including 22 CF IND ROD PTG 8/05 138382, 30 CAL PTG 2/07
766634, 17 CAL PTG 2/05, 22 RF PTG 10/06, 336 PTG 11/04, 264 CAL PTG 1/06
148757 and 284 CAL PTG 9/07 320648
Five reamers including 257 ROB ACK IMP FIN PTG 10/04 331559, 219 DONALD
WASP FIN PTG 3/06, 6.5X55 SWED MAW ACK FIN 0 THROAT PTG 11/08, 6.5X55
MAW FINISHER PTG 9/06 457600 and 6.5MM XC FIN PTG 3/10
Four reamers including 220 SWIFT FIN PTG 10/05 230857, 6.5X55 SWED MAU
ACK RGH 40 degree SHOULDER PTG 11/08, 30-06 ACK FIN PTG 3/05 492910 and
338 ULTRA FIN PTG 6/04 847700
Four reamers including 6.5 BR FIN NO THROAT 2875 NK PTG 11/10, 30
BENCHREST FIN PTG 12/08 384123, 8X57 MAU FIN PTG 6/05 306656 and 219
ZIPPER FIN PTG 7/06 108839
Four reamers including 219 ZIPPER ACK FIN PTG 7/06 618879, 6.5MM BR FIN PTG
2/09, .22 BR FIN 0 FB PTG S/09 and one reamer that is unreadable.
Four reamers including 7MM BR FIN PTG 2/09 570144, 223 REM MATCH FIN
251NK .068FB 1 degree - 30 PTG 3/15, 17 HORNET ACK FIN PTG 12/05 and 6.5X55
SWED MAU ACK IMP PTG 3/07 122262
Four reamers including 30 HARRETT FIN 3285NK 0 THROAT PTG 5/11, 219
DONALDSON WASP FIN PTG 11/08, 6.5X47 LAPUA FIN PTG 2/10 153945 and 260
ACK IMP FIN PTG 1/10 919896
Four reamers including 6.5X55 FINISHER MANSON 1/03, 219 DONALDSON WASP
RGH PTG 12/08, 284 WIN FIN PTG 6.09 917658 and 17MM INTL RIMMED RGH
PTG 12/08
Four reamers including 6.5MM TCU FIN PTG 4/06 689002, 17 MACH 4 FIN PTG
12/04 168518, 17/223 ACK FIN PTG 5/04 814477 and 308/1.5 FIN PTG 2/04
Approximately 8.1 kgs of a 9.2kgs box of Lapua 6.5mm, 139 grain bullets. Original
box contained 1000 rounds
Approximately 8.3 kgs of a 9.4 kgs box of Lapua 6.5mm, 144 grain bullets.
Original box contained 1000 rounds
Full 9.4 kgs box of Lapua 6.5mm, 144 grain bullets. Box contains 1000 rounds
Three unopened boxes of Sierra .22 cal. .224 dia. 80 grain HPBT bullets for 7"-8"
twist barrels, each containing approximately 500 rounds plus three bags of E.
Arthur Brown Company Sabots, each bags contains 100 empty sabots
Three unopened boxes of Sierra .22 cal. .224 dia. 80 grain HPBT bullets for 7"-8"
twist barrels, each containing approximately 500 rounds plus three bags of E.
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Arthur Brown Company Sabots, each bags contains 100 empty sabots
Selection of .22 bullets including two 500 count boxes of Sierra .224 dia. 69 grain,
three 100 count boxes of Sierra .224 dia, 69 grain, five 100 count boxes of
Hornady .224 dia. 52 grain and one 250 count box of Hornady .22 dia, 40 grain
Selection of .308 caliber bullet making items including 4.8kg box of Sierra Palma
Match.30 cal 308 dia. 155 grain bullets, a green plastic container with 100 count
Sierra .30 cal, 308 dia. 175 grain bullets, 100 count .308 Win unprimed brass, a
RCBS Precision Mic .308 Win die, a set of C-H Tool & Die .308 X 1.5 die set, a
Wilson chamber type bullet seater, a Wilson Neck die .308 or .243 plus a Neck
turner with case holder
Approximately 60 count of unprimed Lapua .338 cal brass, a 50 count bag of
unprimed Remington .338 Rem Ultra mag brass, a boxed Lyman two die set of
.338 Ultra mag. dies. and a bag container a neck turner, primer pocket reamer
and a case holder.
Approximately 250 unprimed .204 cal Ruger brass, approximately 150 count of
.20 cal, .204 dia. 40 grain Hornady bullets, a Hornady .204 Ruger die set, a
Redding Competition shell holder set, two 50 count bags of Winchester .257
Roberts unprimed cases, a Bonanza 6mm Remington die set, a RCBS 6mm die set,
100 count box of .25 cal 257 dia. 75 grain Hornady bullets and a Redding Form
No. 1 die custom 6mm PPC
Full 9.2kg 1000 count box of Lapua 6.5mm 139 grain bullets, a box of 500 6.5 X 55
Lapua brass, six 50 count bags of 6.5 X 55 Swedish unprimed brass and four 50
count bags of 6.5 X 55 Win unprimed brass, a two die set of Pacific Durachrome
6.5 mm, and a Hornady 6.5 X 55 die.
Box of approximately 1000 count new Remington .30-30 win unprimed brass, a
500 count box of new Remington .30-30 win unprimed brass, a box of
approximately 100 count .30 cal 167 grain Lapau bullets, plus two dies including
Wilson .30-30 neck dies etc. plus a bag with a neck turner and case holder
Eight small caliber die sets including a Redding .219 Zipper, a CH Tool & Die .17223 Ackley Improved, .221 Rem Form two die set, .25-35 Win trim die, a 1.27
Mach IV, a .17 Ackley Hornet, a .17 Ackley and a .219 Zipper form die
Selection of .223 bullet making supplies including six 100 count boxes of Lapua
.223 Rem unprimed brass, , two boxes of Lapua used brass, two dark green
plastic cases containing 50 count appears new brass, a sealed 500 count box of
.22 cal .224 dia. 80 grain bullets, two 100 count boxes of Berger bullets .22 cal 80
grain, a 100 count box of Lapua .224 dia 5.6mm 77 grain bullets, approximately
150 count .22 cal .224 dia 75 grain Hornady bullets, and approximately 150 count
box of Sierra .22 cal. .224 80 grain bullets plus a selection of dies including RCBS
.223 die, a Wilson chamber type bullet seater .223 and a Wilson neck die set
including BR and BR Remington
Approximately 400 count box of Sierra 6.5mm .264 dia. 142 grain bullets, a 100
count box of Sierra 6.5mm .264 dia. 100 grain bullet, 100 count box of Sierra
6.5mm 264 dia. 107 grain bullet, 100 count box of Lapua 6.5mm 155 grain
bullets, a 100 count box of Lapua 6.5mm 100 grain bullets, a 83 count box of
Hornady 6.5mm 264 dia. 140 grain bullet, 67 count box of Speer 65mm 263 dia.
140 grain bullets and box containing 16 count of Hornady 6.5mm 264 dia. 160
grain bullets plus approximately 210 used brass. Assorted dies including a Wilson
bullet seater blank, a Wilson chamber type bullet seater, four assorted Wilson
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neck dies, a Forster 6.5 X 47 Lapua full length sizer, Redding 6.5 X 55 die and a
RCBS 6.5 Lapua reamer plus a 20 count box of 6.5 X 55 140 grain reloads, note
ammo. shipping rules apply.
One 100 count bag and one approximately 75 count bag of new unprimed 7.5X55
Swiss brass. A plastic container with approximately 25 used 7.5X55 brass, a 500
count box of Sierra 7mm, . 284 dia. 168 grain bullets and a Redding 7.5mm X 55
Swiss die set
Vertex Bench/Source case neck and annealing machine
Selection of bullet making supplies including Wilson case reamers and
attachments, Redding neck sizing bushings and 28 count assorted case holders
Selection of loading equipment including Target Master Trickler, a Redding
balance scale, a K&M Services reloading arbor press, a centering tool, a case
reamera 1"-2" digital micrometer and a digital caliper
Selection of loading equipment including a Lyman Turbo 2200 tumblers, two
boxes of Turbo Tumbler media, a Lyman Acculine reamer, a Wamadet hydraulic
decapper, a box of assorted empty plastic ammo. boxes
Plastic MTM Utility dry box and contents including assorted loading equipment.
RCBS balance scale, a reloading arbor, a Sinclair seating depth tool, an analog
caliper and 1" micrometer set, a Lyman scale check weight set, a Wilson chamber
type 6.5mm bullet seater, a Wilson neck die .223, a .30 cal Wilson inside neck
reamer Lyman 27 neck expand die, a powder trickler in zippered pouch, a bag of
cotton cleaning patches and RCBS priming tool etc.
Large selection of .22 caliber loading dies and components including boxed two
piece Hornady .22 Hornet 544212, a Forster .22 BR Rem full length sizer 018011,
four boxed Wilson dies including .22 inside neck reamer, .22-250 bullet seeder,
220 Swift bullet seeder, 22-250 neck die and 22 Swift neck die plus three
unboxed dies plus a Redding 221 Remington full die 91101. Components
including four bags unprimed bullets including three sealed 100 count 220 Swift,
two 100 count 22 Hornet and half filled of 22 Swift, non factory bag labeled 100
count 22 Rem mag. , three baggies of possibly once fired brass marked Norma
6XC [.250 Savage?]. Blue plastic ammo case with a few unprimed brasses, 50
count plastic ammo box containing 29 primed and 21 unprimed 220 Swift cases
[these primed cases can not be shipped by Canada post or with a firearm]. White
box with unknown count 50 + of Rem 22 Hornet brass. Projectiles including
factory sealed 100 count Winchester 22 cal 46 grain HP small box containing 22
Rem 55 grain FMJ (approximately 600 round) , four 100 count boxes of Berger
Bullets VLD .22 cal, 80 grain match grade projectiles, three boxes sealed, one
open which appears full or near full plus a small selection of unlisted items
Selection of loading dies including four cased Redding set; 6.5mm BR Rem 80565,
two piece 7mm BR Rem 80241, two piece 260 Remington 80531, two piece 260
Rem Imp 40 degree 80623, fifteen piece set of Redding neck sizing bushings.
RCBS 300 Win mag seating die. Two piece RBCS .30 BR Rem 56282, Lyman 308
Win neck size, Redding 220 Swift sizer. L.E. Wilson 6.5 TCU, boxed Wilson 30 BR
Rem bullet seeder, three Sinclair expander body no. NT-EXP neck turning
components, Robert W. Hart & Son neck turning tool RWH-F-H44 plus a selection
of brass including eighteen count box of Remington brand 300 Remington Ultra
mag., eighteen count of Winchester brand 7mm Rem mag. Plastic reload case
with fifty Winchester brand 30-30 brass and a small white box with
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approximately twenty count of 260 Rem. brass
Large selection of loading related dies including four cased RBCS kits; Universal
Decap die 87580, Primer Pocket Swager combo 9495, Group G Reamer die 57007
and die set 30 Herrett 17401. Thirteen piece Redding neck sizing bushings.
Selection of L.E. Wilson seating dies including 30-06, 260 Remington, 17 Mach IV.
L.E.Wilson neck dies including 25-06, 17 Mach IV, 243 Win/260 Rem. and 7mm
TCU etc.
Five boxed RCBS die sets including 7mm BR Remington form set 55000, two piece
.22 Hornet 10201, two piece .17 Rem 17201, three piece .22-250 10601, three
piece 6.5X55 Swedish Mauser 13201 plus Redding two piece 7mm INT
Six set of dies including RCBS two piece 7m-08 Rem 13901, RCBS three piece 458
Winchester Mag 20804, Redding two piece 260 Rem Imp 40 degree 80623, three
RCBS trim dies including 22BR BR Rem, 43 Win and 22BR Rem reamer, Lyman two
piece 8mm Mauser and Lyman three piece 308 Winchester 7452298
Selection of reloading accessories including RCBS electronic scale no. 90-120,
Peacock primer gauge, Sinclair seating depth gauge no. 09-400, Hornady hand
held priming tool, Redding 15 pce. neck sizing bushings. RCBS case trimmer 2,
RCBS bullet puller with assorted collets, RCBS cased neck turner with auto feed
98860, Lyman no. 26 neck expand die 734902, Kinetic Energy bullet puller ( only
one insert) plus a selection of cleaning patches etc.
Metal ammo. box containing approximately 650 round of BMG bullets, a RCBS
no. 30065 trim .50 BMG 1- 1/2, RCBS 30001FL die set .50 BMG 1 - 1/2 plus ten .50
caliber brass
Two ammunition display boards with a selection of ammo. ranging from .22- .70
cal. including handgun, rifle, shot shells, military rounds plus a tray of mostly .50
cal military rounds etc. PAL REQUIRED, AMMO. SHIPPING RULES APPLY
Four soft rifle cases and a vintage wooden bow with five target arrows.
Bronze sculpture "Comin' through the rye" by Bradford Williams for Ducks
Unlimited 13" including wooden plinth
Twenty one Bellock keyed trigger locks, new in box
Selection of .30-30 caliber ammunition including 7 round, assorted marks in red
carrier, Dominion box with 20 round, not all original to the box, a Winchester box
with 20 round, not all original plus a vintage Dominion sealed box of 158 grain (
contents unconfirmed).
Selection of .303 Brit ammunition including baggy with 51 rounds, belt bandoler
with 12 rounds and a Dominion box with 16 rounds of 180 grain which appear
original to the Dominion box
Six full 50 count boxes of Dominion .38 Special 158 grain lead round nose
Selection of vintage .38 Special ammunition including four 50 count boxes of
Dominion 158 grain and a full 50 count box of Winchester 158 grain and a baggy
with 29 rounds, all lead round nose
Two full 20 count boxes of Federal .32 Winchester Special
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